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“CEO Exchange” brings Sony, Best Buy heads to Baruch CUNY takes
steps against
rising levels
of diabetes
in New York
< Awareness
program in
the works to
campaign against
the disease and
provide support
BY MAYA KASHYAP
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

hosts top executives for candid
discussions about
their careers and
leadership abilities,
Brewster
spoke about how
his personal and
professional expe- DARYL G. BREWSTER
riences helped shape his life and
career.
Known for his contagious optimism,
Brewster
confidently
smirked when interviewer Stephen
Baum mentioned how Brewster was
seen as the most positive person at
his previous company, Campbell’s.
The optimism and positive outlook comes from his mother, who
also taught him that he was as good
as anybody. His father taught him
that he is better than no one; that

Reacting to what has been
called a “growing epidemic” in
New York City, the CUNY has
unveiled its Campaign Against
Diabetes. Chancellor Matthew
Goldstein noted, “Urban health
problems, like diabetes and obesity, are on the rise. As the largest
urban public university in America, we hope to be able to work
against these scourges.”
Diabetes is a serious and
lifelong condition caused by an
insufficient amount of the hormone insulin produced by the
pancreas. After digestion, insulin
is the tool that ushers the glucose
we absorb from our food into our
cells, via the bloodstream. However, in people with diabetes,
the pancreas does not produce
enough insulin, or none at all, so
the glucose accumulates in our
blood, travels into our urine and
is flushed out of the body.
In New York City alone, the
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene reported that there
are 500,000 diabetics and 300,000
who are unaware they suffer from
the disease.
Director of the City Health
Department’s Diabetes Prevention and Control Program, Dr.
Shadi Chamany commends the
effort on CUNY’s part. “We can’t
solve this enormous problem as
a Health Department alone. We
simply don’t have enough staff
to bring two million people up to
speed on what they should do to
avoid and control diabetes,” she
notes. “CUNY’s enormous presence and positive impact in New
York City is a big plus for us.”
Baruch developmental biology professor Seymour Schulman agrees in terms of student
consciousness and involvement.
“It is good to be aware, especially since more and more young
people are being affected by this
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Sony CEO Sir Howard Stringer (left) and Best Buy CEO and Vice Chairman Bradbury Anderson (right) in deep discussion at the filming of PBS’s “CEO Exchange.”
BY SHERVAN SEBASTIAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Columbia. UCLA. Stanford. And
now Baruch. The highly acclaimed
PBS program “CEO Exchange” was
filmed on campus last week with
two top executives from opposing
ends of the consumer electronic
spectrum.
Hosted by Jeff Greenfield of
CNN, the program featured the live
taping of interviews with the CEO
of Sony Corp. Sir Howard Stringer
and Bradbury Anderson, the CEO

and Vice Chairman of Best Buy.
The first interviewee was Stringer and he paved the way for an evening mixed with laughs and vital
information regarding the functions of a chief executive.
As the interview began, one
of the first things the audience
learned about the Sony executive
is that he has a rigid and rigorous
travel itinerary. This week Stringer
is in the U.S. conducting business,
but next week he’ll briefly go to the
U.K. to be with his family and the
week after, he heads off for budget
meetings in Tokyo.

As the first non-Japanese CEO
of Sony, Stringer admits that he has
had to tackle many cultural as well
as structural issues within the company. The first issue he faced was
the fact that Sony was previously
operating under a very inefficient
model of production.
According to Stringer, the company that produces movies, music,
electronics and video games functioned with divisions that never
communicated, and even departments that were producing the
same technology.
In one meeting with developers

he told Sony’s employees, “don’t
wait for management, I can’t fire
enough managers to get to you”
as a method to motivate them not
to linger for upper-level problem
resolutions.
He then compelled them to
work together in their free time to
innovatively and cooperatively resolve the problems facing their departments.
Though over the past year the
company has fluctuated in share
price (as of Friday, $51.09 a share),

SEE BEST BUY & SONY PAGE 15

TimeWarner CEO to visit Krispy Kreme president
campus for candid talk speaks at Executive Suite
BY MIKHAIL SEDOV
FEATURES EDITOR

Time Warner chairman and
CEO Richard D. Parsons is due on
campus this Wednesday, March
21 to share his expertise in a lecture organized by the Executives
on Campus program and Phyllis
L. Kossoff. A corporate mogul and
inspirational figure to many entrepreneurs, Parsons has led the New
York-based media conglomerate
since 2002. A crusader for workplace diversity within his own company, Parsons has been praised
for his success in simplifying Time
Warner’s corporate structure and
strengthening the company’s balance sheet, according to Baruch
Web site.
A lawyer by education, the 58year-old Parsons started his career
in 1971 as assistant counsel to New
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York State Governor Nelson Rockefeller. When Rockefeller
became
Gerald Ford’s vice
president, Parsons
was appointed to
senior aide at the
RICHARD PARSONS
White House. After
a period of working in the private sector, he joined
Time Warner in 1995 as president.
He was appointed CEO in 2002 and
was also elected Chairman of the
Board a year later. Institutional
Investor magazine named Parsons
the top CEO in the entertainment
industry in 2005.
Parsons’ lecture is set for 9 a.m.
in VC 14-250, following a breakfast
reception an hour earlier. Members
of the audience are asked to reserve
their seats prior to the event by calling 646-660-6094.

BUSINESS

<How Daryl G.
Brewster managed
to turn the failing
company around
BY YURY MONAKOV
BUSINESS EDITOR

It is a great challenge to lead
an entire company, especially
when you are walking into one
that is already in trouble. “It was a
great brand going through difficult
times,” explained Daryl G. Brewster, who was elected President and
CEO of Krispy Kreme just over a
year ago. “People weren’t sure it
was going to be around.”
In the sixth installment of Inside
the Executive Suite, a program that
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This month goes out to all the ladies
< Women’s History
Month events
celebrate and
explore the woman’s
place in history
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

National Women’s History
Month kicked off on Monday, Feb.
26 with “Coming of Age in Quebec,
A Feminist Perspective,” a presentation by Quebec feminist professor, novelist and poet, Dr. France
Thoret. This is one among a variety
of events planned by student clubs
and organizations, various departments, the Office of Student Life,
the Baruch Performing Arts Center
and Health Services in celebration
of Women’s History Month. Events
range from academic to cultural to
social programs.
In honor of International Women’s Day on Thursday, March 8, a
celebratory Women’s Tea Club was
held. Another event, a panel discussion on “The Oldest Job in the
World: On Sex Work in NYC” was
held on March 12, where Baruch
faculty and members of the “Sex
Workers Project” discussed sex
work. The work of female jazz artists from the 1930s to the present
was held on March 13.
Another well-attended event
was the staged work “Top Girls”,
which took place in the Nagelberg

Theatre on March 15. This politically provocative play explored the
struggle of a woman competing
in a male-dominated world. Another performance is scheduled for
March 19 at 6 p.m.
Luz Rodriguez, assistant director of student activities in the Office of Student Life and organizer of
the events, said, “We put together
a wonderful program that honors
women from all over the world.
These programs encourage women’s success and address issues that
women are facing and have faced
in their everyday life.”
One of the main upcoming
events is the “Women’s Hall of
Fame Dinner Party,” which will be
held on March 22 from 6 p.m. to
9 p.m. in the multipurpose room.
This event is based on feminist Judy
Chicago’s art piece The Dinner Party, which celebrates the overlooked
and understudied achievements of
women from ancient history until
the 20th century.
Students are encouraged to
come in costume dressed as a famous woman in history. Prizes will
be awarded for the best costumes
and presentation. As a result of the
rich diversity of cultures at Baruch,
Rodriguez is hoping that this event
brings together women from all
countries and backgrounds.
Katherine Pence, a history professor, said that she got the idea
from her colleague who is a historian and scholar of women studies
at the University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire. Pence believes that this
event will promote awareness of
groundbreaking women.

Senior Colleen Harris, 21, plans
to dress up as Condoleezza Rice for
the event because she admires her
triumphant journey to the top. She
is participating to raise awareness of
such women. “If their accomplishments are placed side-by-side with
men’s accomplishments, I don’t
think we would be thinking ‘are we
ready for a female president?’ ”
On March 19, Judy Chicago will
make an appearance on campus
along with Professor Gail Levin,
who just wrote a book on Chicago,
in Mason Hall.
Some of the other upcoming
events planned include “To Your
Health: What Every Woman Needs
to Know” sponsored by Health
Services which is a seminar on
health issues of concern to women
on March 20. A speaker event on
March 27 will feature writer and
journalist Amin Cruz who will discuss women’s advocacy, while a
film festival titled “She Calls the
Shots” on March 29 will showcase
some of the most talented student
filmmakers in the city.
Overall, Rodriguez said the
planning committee wanted to
“ensure that all women are represented and that we continue with
Baruch’s legacy of diversity and
cultural richness.”
To pick up a brochure, visit the
Office of Student Life, VC 2-210 or
visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/studentaffairs/StudentLife/events
womhmonth.htm.
LAYERSOFMEANING.ORG

The Dinner Party by Judy Chicago has 39 place settings to commemorate important
women in history.
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New CUNY Web site is updated and up-to-date
< Ease of search
and constant
updates put site on
the cutting edge
BY MUNIRAM PERSAUD
STAFF WRITER

“Academic programs are CUNY’s core business and the web
is the first place people go for information,” said Executive Vice
Chancellor and University Provost
Selma Botman. “This new site fully
utilizes the web’s potential.”
On Wednesday, March 7,
CUNY and its communications
team showcased a new academic
Web site that includes information
on degrees and programs as well
as up-to-date content which students, faculty and staff of the university can obtain with a few clicks.
CUNY is confident that the new
site will set a standard amongst
public relations not just in the New
York, but across the country.
According to CUNY’s online resource, The CUNY Newswire, “CUNY’s audience includes 226,000
degree-credit students and 230,000
adult, continuing and professional
education students, as well as faculty and staff, tens of thousands
of alumni and a huge external
audience, including prospective
students and their families, in the
New York region and beyond. The
new Web site has been organized
to make it easy for all of these constituencies to learn about CUNY’s

academic programs.”
Information from all over the
university is now updated daily
onto the site. “For example, a click
on “Information Central” provides
a guide to the academic, cultural,
informational, recreational and
support resources available to
students, faculty, staff and visitors
through all of CUNY’s colleges,
schools, programs and related
entities. This includes college profiles, faculty and staff directories,
comprehensive information about
library and cultural resources
throughout CUNY, and travel directions to the campuses,” said The
CUNY Newswire.
Another feature the Web site
boasts is the ability to store lectures that can be accessed through
iPods. Taking advantage of a new
modern society, CUNY has created
a podcast library that can be easily
reached through the Web site.
“Podcasting is another way to
showcase CUNY’s intellectual vitality,” notes Dr. Timothy Stevens,
the office’s research and project
development director who spearheaded the creation of the site.
With the new Web site operational, students have greater access
to up-to-date information, which
shows CUNY’s ability to expand
its horizons of being an integrated
university.
The Web site is operated by
the Dox content managed system,
which was developed by the University Relations’ web team under
the supervision of Web Services
manager Daniel Shure and lead
developer Douglas Hurbon.

Recruiting specialist
gives talk on human
resources, interviews
< Society for
Human Resource
Management
event has NYU
HR professional
speak on careers
and internships
BY JESSICA UDAIRAJ AND
NICOLE LYDAKIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Krupa Desai, senior recruiting specialist from NYU Medical
Center, spoke on Thursday, Feb.
22, in an event held by the Baruch
chapter of the Society for Human
Resource Management.
Desai received her bachelor’s
in finance from NYU Stern School
of Business and is getting her master’s in HR and marketing at Pace
Lubin School of Business. Her first
job was at American Express, but
she later decided to shift in another direction and work at NYU
Medical Center. Because of this
change, she was able to discuss the
differences and benefits of working at a for-profit versus a not-forprofit organization.
Desai addressed a variety of
topics and shared tips with Baruch
and SHRM students. She talked
about her typical day, which includes attending meetings and
conferences, interviewing possible
candidates for a number of departments, responding to e-mails
regarding job information and
managing the team of people she
is responsible for.
Desai says that HR can no longer be seen as just a personnel department, but as an integral part
of strategic management. HR is a

growing field and constantly in demand.
She also spoke about her transition from finance to HR, her
day-to-day experience on the job,
interviewing tips, internship opportunities at NYU Medical Center and some general information
about getting into the field of human resources.
She gave advice on acing a job
interview. When interviewing
candidates, she said she looks for
honesty, creativity and a person
who is fully prepared, communicates well and understands the
position they are applying for. One
of the toughest questions she asks
candidates is to tell her about their
weaknesses.
At the present time, Desai is in
charge of the NYU Medical Center
Internship Program. The following
areas are currently open: human
resources, marketing and psychology (industrial/organizational).
Some of the positions include
being part of a team involved with
recruitment and staffing, compensation, benefits and immigration.
Each internship offers a rewarding
experience and can help one gain
insight into how HR works in the
real world.
If you are interested in an internship opportunity, please submit your résumé with a cover letter
indicating the position of interest
to Krupa Desai — senior staffing
specialist, Recruitment and Staffing, NYU Medical Center, One Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016 or fax
it to (212) 404-3888.
For additional information,
please contact (212) 404-3873 or email Krupa.Desai@nyumc.org.
To learn more about SHRM
at Baruch and what events are
planned for the coming months, email BaruchSHRM@gmail.com or
stop by the SHRM club room, VC
3-226.

CUNY.EDU/ACADEMICS

A screenshot of CUNY’s Academics and Research homepage.

CUNY campaigns against diabetes
<CONTINUED FROM FRONT
disease. I bet if you grabbed ten
students, most of them would not
know the risk factors or types of
diabetes,” he states.
The specifics of the campaign
were discussed at a recent CUNY
meeting. Vice Chancellor for University Relations Jay Hershenson
announced that CUNY would establish a diabetes awareness corps
comprised of students prepared to
aid other students as well as com-

munity members. A communitybased patient support program
will also be initiated.
Furthermore, CUNY has set
up a special Web site to offer information regarding risk factors,
treatment and management of the
illness. A television program will
be available for viewing on the site
and will also be shown on cable at
CUNY-TV/75 as well as all CUNY
campuses. Information concerning the campaign will be supplied
to all campuses and students via

e-mail.In recognition of the situation’s grave nature, Hershenson
added, “With 226,000 degreecredit students and 230,000 adult,
continuing and professional education students, as well as a large
faculty and staff, CUNY is not exempt from the diabetes epidemic.
In helping New Yorkers combat this serious illness, therefore,
we are also assisting members of
our University community.” The
Campaign’s Web site can be found
at www.cuny.edu/stopdiabetes.
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Clubs to get uniform GRE Follow Up
e-mail for officer use GRE won’t deter Baruch students
BY VICKY ZHAI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Lately, communication through
personal e-mail has not been efficient for club officers, and the
senator of the finance committee
of Undergraduate Student Government, Vladimir I. Yelizarov, has
proposed a solution. With the help
of Christian Keck from the department of BCTC, Yelizarov devised a
plan for all club members to have a
single e-mail address in which issues, problems and notices could
be transferred. This solution has
not only solved the problem of
missing e-mails, but puts all the
clubs on the same level in terms of
a communications network.
Moreover, the students and faculty of Baruch College and large
corporations will be able to go to
the Office of Student Life and obtain the e-mail of each club. Student leaders will receive a memo
for the new e-mail addresses and
will then meet with Yelizarov to receive a username and corresponding password, which officers can
later choose to change.
The e-mail addresses will be
given to the four club officers: president, vice president, secretary and
treasurer, and are to be reused.
One benefit of having a single
e-mail address for all officers to
share is having an archival database that can store up to 50 megabytes. For example, if a student
leader wants to know the events
that have occurred in the past year,
previous e-mails may provide the
information. Having one collective
e-mail condenses most of the important and relevant information
for future officers to use as a reference, which is an asset for a large
and fully-functional club.

In agreement with the new email address changes, Dimitry
Dukhan, president of the Political Discussion club, commented,
“I think this is a great idea; it will
facilitate the communication between USG and student life.”
With the assistance of two other senators of USG, Ingrid Garcia
and Hernan Giraldo, who serve
on his committee, Yelizarov accomplished the task of naming
each club and manually entering
the club’s e-mail addresses into
Baruch College’s online database.
The estimated roll out date for this
project is Monday, March 19.
The finance committee credits BCTC for helping them accomplish their goals. After two
months of reviewing all the forms
needed to bring fruition into this
idea, the proposal was approved
unanimously. Yelizarov stated,
“I couldn’t have done it without
BCTC; they’ve been a great help.”
Yelizarov has big plans for next
semester, too. He is proposing
printing funds for clubs so that
the club officers will not have to
use their own money to make flyers. Keck from BCTC commented,
“During my conversation with Yelizarov, we agreed that we need to
first figure out the basics, such as
how much paper the club officers
need and how the funds should be
distributed.” These questions will
be answered through internal discussions with club officers as well
as with Yelizarov and BCTC.
Moreover, to encourage club officers to hand in their budget form
in a timely manner, Yelizarov has
arranged for set dates and times
in April. This prevents delays that
might arise from approvals of the
financial committee, Senate and
Board of Directors.

New head for Real
Estate Institute
< Harvard grad
chosen to enter as
executive director of
Steven L. Newman
Real Estate Institute
BY NGA VU
STAFF WRITER

Baruch College President Kathleen Waldron announced the appointment of Jack S. Nyman as
executive director of the Steven L.
Newman Real Estate Institute. Nyman will replace Professor John
Goering who served as interim director.
Nyman comes to the Newman
Institute as a graduate from Harvard University where he was most
recently an International Visiting
Research Fellow studying environmental and planning law and
policy, construction law, advanced
project management and strategic
planning.
Prior to that, he was a senior
officer in commercial and residential real estate for more than two
decades, including establishing
and directly managing two successful property companies, Nyman Investments Inc. and the Real
Corporate Group.
He has extensive development
and investment experience in the
global real estate market from
across North America to Asia. Nyman was also part of the design
planning team for a variety of cultural institutions in California and

the east coast.
“Jack Nyman is an outstanding choice to lead the Newman
Real Estate Institute. His extensive experience in every facet of
the real estate industry will enable
him to develop important public
programs, seminars and research
projects consonant with the mission of the Institute, while at the
same time ensuring that students
are academically prepared for careers in this vital economic sector,”
Waldron said.
Goering participated on the
search committee that selected
Nyman and has resumed full-time
teaching and research responsibilities in Baruch College.
David Dannenbring, Baruch
College’s provost, expressed his
appreciation, saying, “Professor
Goering did a tremendous job
maintaining the strong presence of
the Institute, and we truly appreciate his efforts.”
The Steven L. Newman Real
Estate Institute was established
in 1995 at Baruch College with an
endowment gift from William and
Anita Newman in memory of their
son who, along with his father,
worked in the field of real estate.
The Institute was created to
provide a foundation for education
and research concerned with real
estate and metropolitan development. It provides opportunities for
students to prepare for careers in
the industry, government and notfor-profit institutions.
Through its many programs,
the Newman Institute serves as a
resource for professionals in the
field and for people throughout
metropolitan New York.

< GRE’s new
format is familiar
to CUNY students
who undergo
frequent skill exams
BY PATTI JUZA
Is testing more important than
learning? It may sometimes feel
that way. After all, the average
Baruch undergrad student has experienced at least six major standardized exams by the time they
have reached their junior year:
fourth grade English Language
Arts and math tests, eighth grade
ELA and math tests, New York
State Regents exams, the SATs and
possibly the CUNY ACT Basics
Skills test as well as the CUNY Proficiency Exam (CPE).
The thought of having to take
one more standardized exam is
so distressful that students often
postpone their decision to apply
to graduate school because they
cannot seem to face the GRE.
It was reported in The Ticker
last week that the GRE is undergoing some major changes, including cost, test content and security
measures. Change tends to create
anxiety, but in this case, most of
the changes to the GRE will benefit
Baruch undergrad students.

How many of us know an antonym for the word “stygian?” On
the old GRE, we might have faced
such a question. However, on the
new GRE, there are no antonym
or analogy questions, which tend
to take vocabulary words out of
context. Instead, test-takers will
see more reading comprehension
questions that focus on text analysis and critical thinking. Anyone
who has taken the New York State
ELA Regents or CUNY ACT Basic
Skills exam will be familiar with
these types of questions. Memorizing lists of vocabulary words is
no longer necessary.
Most Baruch students may also
not be aware of the fact that the
math section of the GRE now includes an onscreen four-function
calculator with square root. The
new test relies less on calculations
and more on questions involving
real-life scenarios — the kind of
scenarios that students deal with
in graduate school. There are also
fewer geometry questions, so students should relax if they cannot
remember how many sides a tetrahedron has.
The analytical writing section
of the new GRE still includes two
essay questions. People now have
30 minutes to write each essay.
The topics are also more specific,
to discourage students from producing memorized essays.
While the cost of the new GRE
will increase, there are a number
of things that Baruch students can

do to save time and money. It is
ideal to take the GRE before graduating while academic skills are still
sharp. GRE results are good for five
years so even if students do not intend to go to graduate school right
away, they can get the test over
with and concentrate on obtaining work experience. This will save
prep time in the future.
There are also a significant
number of free or low-cost test
preparation materials and courses.
ETS, the Educational Testing Service, which produces the GRE, offers free sample questions online
(www.ets.org/gre). Additionally,
the Center for Test Preparation at
Baruch College’s Continuing and
Professional Studies provides free
GRE and GMAT diagnostic testing
as well as discounted test preparation courses to Baruch students.
How many of us want to take
yet another standardized exam?
The time, expense and anxiety do
not seem worth it. Yet, what are
the options? The GRE seems preferable to the old system of college
admissions, when acceptance at
many schools was based on having the right connections and parentage.
Patti Juza is the director of Language and Test Preparation Programs at Baruch College’s Division
of Continuing and Professional
Programs.
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Did you know ...
Forty-nine percent of college students habit either binge
drinking or substance abuse. Do you fit the statistic?

What are you doing
to empower women
throughout the world?
JAE H. CHUNG
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Baruch, rejoice! Scaffolding
Removal Day soon to come
RICHARD TRAUTMANN
A very important day is coming up for all
of us at Baruch. For me, and many I know,
Scaffolding Removal Day is probably the
best day of the entire Spring Semester. I
don’t know exactly when, or even how, they
remove the terrible, leaky, unsightly scaffolding from the front entrance of the school,
but I do know that upon my return to school
from Spring Break the scaffolding is magically and gloriously, gone.
The removal of the scaffolding coincides
with other wonderful events. The weather is
warmer, daylight savings time is in effect, the
sun is shining, everyone is hanging out “on
the ledges,” regaling their school friends with
stories of what they did during Spring Break,
(which here at Baruch, is usually summed
up by the word “worked”) and people are
generally feeling good.
After a long, cold, slushy winter, in which
they’ve seemingly been forced to hide
their feminine charms beneath warm (but
bulky and unflattering) outerwear, the gorgeous women of Baruch College are ready
to bestow upon the world the gift that is
their amazing fashion sense. And what, my
friends, do they wear?
Skirts. Yes, skirts. I can barely continue

writing as I say the word, as the blood has
begun to flow ... away from my brain. I’m not
ashamed to admit it to you, my loyal friends,
that I am a lover of the fine garment called
the skirt. It’s more than just the amount of
skin they reveal, for skirts - short ones, long
ones, knee length, minis, and (gasp) microminis - are all exponentially more sexy than
shorts of equal length. I have pondered the
reason for this, and believe I’ve found the
solution to this puzzle: in the male subconscious, the skirt offers a possibility. A possibility that shorts do not. The skirt, my friend,
offers the male the possibility of intimate
contact without the inconvenient formality
of clothing removal.
With any great holiday comes an air of
superstition. On Groundhog Day, if the
groundhog sees his shadow, he will retreat
back into his hole and the winter will be
longer. If, on Scaffolding Removal Day, the
first skirt you see is upon a girl who is, shall
we say, “less than pleasing to the eye,” your
Spring will not be full of romance. The birds
and the bees will do their thing, oblivious to
your increasing sexual frustration. On the
other hand, if the first skirt you see shows
off the toned legs of a certified hottie, your
Spring will be filled with a whole lot of “funin-the-sun.”

I was on Yahoo! when I read a question
in the Inside Yahoo! Answer section, posed
by Queen Rania of Jordan regarding International Women’s Day (which was on March 8,
2007.) The question was as follows:
Throughout the world women face varying degrees of hardship and inequality, yet
there are simple acts of courage which women
and men alike can take to improve the lives
of women and ensure a better legacy for our
daughters. This International Women’s Day,
what are you doing to empower women in
your community?
I thought about the question, it was an interesting one. It was 2:30 a.m., and I wanted
to sleep but I thought “what the hell, coffee
isn’t all that bad.”
I answered the Queen’s questions as follows:
I think that the first step to improving the
lives of women is to first acknowledge the
interdependence between men and women;
especially in the area of sustaining human
civilization. One country that is learning it
the hard way is China. Their one child policy
combined with the Chinese preference for
a male progeny led to a disproportionately
male population and a stagnating female
population. In light of these statistics, the
Chinese Communist Party is now transforming their culture so that males embrace and
appreciate their female counterparts.
Once this is acknowledged, people
should push for equal rights. Notice that I say
“equal” and not “women.” If people advocate
separate laws (women’s rights) that protect
only a select group (females), then they are
only discriminating and segregating that
select group (females) from their counterparts (males). Instead, people need to fight
for laws that are ubiquitous to all citizens, so
people do not view women as “women,” but
instead as “humans” or “citizens.”
While “equal rights” are being advocated, people should work to make the “equal
rights” a norm in their society. Just as people
follow certain etiquettes in response to soci-

etal pressures such as wearing clothes, there
should be societal pressure to view all human beings as equals. This pressure is more
powerful than anything technique or law
that you may try to conjure up. Many people
break laws like J-walking and pirating music,
but rarely do you see someone walking down
the street picking their nose.
Honestly, I did not know about International Women’s Day until I read the previous
question. However I don’t believe that there
is any efficacy in doing something in just one
day, what would be the point if we only respect women one day of the year? I think it
is more important that we instill in ourselves
and in others, the concept of equal rights
for all. Remember, our thoughts today will
impel our actions tomorrow. What I wrote
above reflects the personal opinions that I
had from a long time ago, and I think that is
what matters most.
What is your response to the Queen’s questions? What are your responses and/or comments to my answer? Post them online at
theticker.org.
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Queen Rania, of Jordan.

UN and Arab countries have forgotten refugees
JOSHUA WEBB
The world is changing; so are the people
that inhabit it. The last century has created a
new sort of people — refugees. Every single
continent has been touched by refugees.
There are refugees who fled Bosnia, refugees
who escaped China, African refugees and
Middle Eastern refugees. This last group is
the most controversial. I will talk about the
forgotten refugees that the world knows little
or nothing about.
After World War II there were 900,000
Jews living in Middle Eastern and Asian
countries, not counting what was then called
Palestine. Now there are at most 50,000 Jews
living in the same region. In some countries
there is not a single Jew left. What happened
and why does nobody know about it?
Jews have been living in the Middle East

for around 4,000 years. In 400 C.E. what
is now Yemen was a Jewish kingdom. The
emergence of Islam in the seventh century
changed the region. Jews remained living
there as the new religion took over, however,
their status was changing. Instead of being
equal citizens, as they should have rightfully
been, many were turned into a second-class
people. They were given a status of “dimmih”
with limited rights.
This notion was very deeply instilled in
the minds of the Muslims in the region and it
may help to understand the current conflict
in the Middle East. This placed limitations on
their ability to hold certain professions, participate in government or move freely. For
example, in Iraq, a Jew could not ride a donkey because it would put him higher than a
Muslim.
This situation lasted hundreds of years,

though despite everything, it seemed Jews
and Muslims were able to get along. The 20th
century brought about new changes. Since
WWII, Middle Eastern countries have been
shaken by several revolutions and the rise
of many dictators. These changes, coupled
with the Arabs countries’ anger about the existence of Israel, had a profound effect that
eventually led to the appearance of forgotten
refugees.
Among examples of how Jews were
treated in the Muslim countries infested by
nationalism is the hanging of 17 Jews by Saddam Hussein in Jan. of 1967. The Jews were
accused of being spies and the wild crowd
gladly accepted this fabrication. In Egypt,
after a failed attempt to destroy Israel, the
authorities began to persecute Jews. The majority preferred to leave because of the discrimination. In Morocco in 1033 C.E., 6,000
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Jews were killed in rioting.
So, what is left now? Where are the people? Why did they have to leave and why had
those things happened to them? The majority of those who fled are now in Israel, some
in the US, France and Italy. The biggest question is why all this happened to them.
Very few people know about this phenomenon. Even the UN did nothing to prevent the
persecutions and killings. They have, however, issued 101 resolutions or notes regarding
the Palestinian refugees. None of these resolutions pertain to the forgotten refugees.
What does the world think about it now?
Apparently nothing. Arab countries prefer
not to raise this unpleasant topic and the UN
does nothing either. Refugees and their descendants don’t want much besides the recognition of the fact that it happened. It seems
that this will not happen in the near future.
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Technology
Apple TV to be released within days
BY SHI LIN
TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

A revolutionary product from Apple soon to be released will be called
the Apple TV, which allows consumers to watch downloaded TV content
on their TV. Similar products have
tried, but failed, mostly due to poor
marketing. It is assumed that Apple
will intend to prioritize its marketing
for Apple TV.
The device is 7.7 x 7.7 x 1.1 inches,
which is smaller than the conventional cable or satellite box. Apple TV
has multiple TV outputs such as RCA
composite and HDMI outlets for high
definition viewing. It can put out a
maximum of 720p HD resolution
picture to your HDTV, and connects
to the Internet wirelessly through
802.11n Wi-Fi as well as through an
Ethernet cable to download your TV
content.
There is a USB connection on the
back of the device for future add-ons.
It is also very likely that a TV Tuner
add-on, to view regular television is
in the works for Apple TV’s. Specula-

tions also concluded that an external
hard drive to extend the storage capacity of your TV shows will become
available through the USB connection.
With the release of Apple’s iPhone
also in the near future, Apple will
most likely be putting more effort
into pushing Apple TV, due to the
possible creation of an entirely new
market for downloaded TV content.
According to Macnn.com, with the
ability to view TV through an internet connection, the use of cable and
satellite equipment could become
obsolete and content providers are
beginning to realize that they cannot limit their content to a certain TV
channel or medium such as DVD/
HD-DVD/BRD.
Microsoft’s Xbox 360 has a similar
service on its Xbox Live feature, where
consumers are able to purchase TV
shows through the Internet. This service is possibly the only comparable
competitor that the Apple TV will be
fighting against. Where the Xbox 360
may fail at the multi-tasked services,
Apple could succeed through its savvier standalone product that is made
for TV and TV alone.

Apple TV
Connectivity: USB 2.0, IEEE 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi, HDMI Port, Component Video/Audio, Built-in IR receiver
Storage: 40GB Internal Hard Drive
Input: Apple Remote
CPU: 1 GHz (underclocked to 350 MHz) Intel Pentium-M
Memory: 256 MB 400 MHz DDR2 RAM
Dimensions: 7.7x7.7x1.1 inches

ALL IMAGES | APPLE.COM

Above: the connectivity options for the Apple TV.
Above right: exterior view of the unit and remote.

Release Date: Mid-March
Price: $299
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Baruch professors and students weigh in on Wikipedia

VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

Left: Edward Drakhlis peruses the Wikipedia Web site. Right: Professor Jerry Bornstein, who believes that Wikipedia should not be used as a scholarly source.

n Students and
professors clash on
the value of this free
online encyclopedia
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

NYU student Diana Rosenthal,
21, reads Wikipedia every day. A
history student, she has used the
free online encyclopedia to research the medieval Spanish poets. But even though she likes the
sources, footnotes and links that
Wikipedia provides at the end of
the articles, the student doesn’t cite
it as a source for academic papers.
Rosenthal thinks that students
who do so are lazy for not utilizing more reliable, conservative research methods. And she may have
a point.
There has been speculation over
Wikipedia’s credibility ever since
its launch in 2001. Most recently,
The New York Times ran an article
about Middlebury College’s history
department’s decision to prohibit
students from citing Wikipedia as
a source on papers and exams. The
move came after a history professor
Neil Waters’ discovered that many
of his students used false information that they retrieved from Wikipedia about Japanese history.
Should members of Baruch faculty follow the example of Middlebury and ban the site from classrooms? “Even as department chair,
I wouldn’t tell my faculty whether
they can or cannot permit their students to use it,” says Professor Glenn
Petersen, Chair of the Sociology and
Anthropology Department. “But I do
think it’s important for professors to
discuss with their students just what
use of it they’ll permit,” he adds.
“Baruch should do a better job
of enforcing the no-smoking areas
outside of the building doorways
— that’s far more dangerous to our
health than the use of Wikipedia,”
says Professor of Journalism Josh
Mills.
Some members of Baruch faculty also disapprove of students
using Wikipedia — agreeing, that
although convenient, it may not be
trusted as a reliable source. One of
them, Professor of English Carl Rollyson, stated his plans to rewrite the

entry on Rebecca West because “it
does not provide a clear sense of her
importance.”
But in Dec. 2005, the scientific
journal Nature published the results
of an investigation where scholars
compared 42 articles in Wikipedia
and Encyclopedia Britannica. The
study revealed four errors in an average Britannica article, but only three
errors in a similar article published
on Wikipedia.com. In response,
the encyclopedia’s founder Jimmy
Wales stated that his goal was to be
on the same level of accuracy as Britannica or better.
But Jerry Bornstein, deputy chief
librarian for public services at Baruch College, stated that Britannica
criticized the methodology that was
used to judge the validity of their
articles and complained that the
Nature’s researchers had modified

“Sometimes you can
find things on Wikipedia
that you can’t find as
easily on other sites.”
- Elise Kairys
English major

articles. When it came down to the
fine details, the scholars found that
the Britannica offered better written
and organized articles than Wikipedia.
“We should approach information critically, whether it is from
Wikipedia, Encyclopedia Britannica
or a peer-reviewed scholarly journal
article,” said Arthur Downing, chief
librarian of the William and Anita
Newman Library.
Bornstein feels that students
should be extremely cautious
about the information they receive
from Wikipedia since Village Voice
reported that the person who authored the most articles on the site
was only 17 years old. “The founders
of Wikipedia are very proud of what
they call their ‘anti-credentialist’ attitude,” he points out.
Bornstein recalled a student who
relied on Wikipedia to get informa-

tion about the Microsoft Corporation last semester, but didn’t learn
that Bill Gates was stepping down as
the Chief Operating Officer. Other
students found the correct information on the company’s Web site and
in various databases like LexisNexis
and Factiva.
But Edward Drakhlis, sophomore, found Wikipedia to be advantageous when he did research for a
presentation on Costco. He found
details about the company’s history
on Wikipedia that were not on the
firm’s own Web site.
“The advantage is that it’s so
easy,” says Dennis Slavin, Associate Provost, “But ease shouldn’t be
the primary qualification.” He notes
that the qualifications for Wikipedia
articles are unknown. Therefore, he
adds, there is no way to evaluate the
credibility of sources.
Wikipedia is usually one of
the first few entries that appear in
Google searches. Downing explains
that ranking of results on Google is
based on the PageRank algorithm
that was developed by Google’s
founders. It produces results based
on the number of sites referring to
the search.
“I suppose that the high scores
for Wikipedia articles are greatly
due to the fact that entries in Wikipedia refer to one another and the
referring pages are from Wikipedia,
which is linked from many Web
sites,” Downing says. Also, Mills believes that people can manipulate
Google search results.
With the easy accessibility of
Google and the Internet in general,
students are prone to not think about
being meticulous when it comes to
doing research. Compared to using the library’s databases, finding
information on Wikipedia is much
faster. Professor of English Michael
Miller points out that students will
always take short cuts if they have
the opportunity.
“It [Wikipedia] keeps explanations relatively simple and loses
bias on topics,” says Elise Kairys. A
senior, she used the site to sleuth for
term paper ideas and preliminary
research. “Sometimes you can find
things on Wikipedia that you can’t
find as easily on other sites,” she
says.

ROVING REPORTER
ÿ What do you think about Wikipedia?
Have you used it? If so, what for?

Uses Wikipedia for: “Everything from political
candidates to words I never heard before.”

“It’s crazy! You can find almost
anything there. Sometimes
you have to double-check
the information.”
– Simone Webb, 21
Business journalism major

Uses Wikipedia for: Homework

“I use it all the time. That’s how
I do my homework. I trust it.”
– Tim Gaister, 20
Finance major

Uses Wikipedia for: School projects

“It’s very interesting,
informative and up to date.
The users can edit pages – that
makes it more reliable.”
– Wasfee Imam, 25
Finance major

INTERVIEWED BY MIKHAIL SEDOV, PHOTOS BY VICTOR CHU
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Echoes of racism still linger with some Baruch students
BY LAURA RAMIREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

When Amanda Smith goes shopping with her father, she has noticed
that the store’s workers follow them
throughout the store. Although her
skin is light, her father’s complexion is much darker. Smith believes
the workers pay closer attention to
them because she is with a black
man. “It’s covert racism,” she says.
“You can see the division.”
Most Americans still see racism
as a “lingering problem,” according
to a CNN poll released in Dec. 2006.
The poll has surveyed 1,207 adults
— 328 Blacks and 703 Whites. When
asked how serious an issue they
see racial bias as today, 49 percent
of Blacks have said “very serious,”
while 48 percent of whites said it
was only “somewhat serious.” The
poll shows that Blacks were twice
as likely to call racism a problem,
but only 13 percent of whites and
12 percent of blacks said that they
themselves are racially biased.
But at Baruch, the issue goes beyond black and white definitions,
as some students like Smith don’t
consider themselves to be either
one. “When you look around here
it’s not all about race and skin color,” says Smith, now a senior. She
adds, “It’s more about culture and
it’s more broken down than physical appearance.”
Others, like junior Shaquieta
Boyd agreed with the poll, saying
that racism still exists, but not in
the same context as years before.
“Racism extends beyond black
and white but also within certain
groups, people underestimate stereotypes and how people are portrayed by each other, the government and the media,” says Boyd,
who is bi-racial.
She’s claims to have experienced the racist thought process on
campus before, and believe that it’s
a mentality embedded in American
identity. “You don’t actively partici-
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Students of different cultures share classrooms and clubs at Baruch, but some question whether this has really helped to dissipate racism.
pate, but still take part in it whether
you know it or not,” she says.
Like Boyd, some students at Baruch feel that although the times
of public lynching have long been
over, racism still occurs in more
passive and covert forms. A darkskinned Caribbean woman who
wished to remain anonymous says,
“I’ve experienced racism at Baruch
several times and I’m not sure if it’s
from ignorance or people not un-

derstanding each other.”
A junior Pablo Urena says, “Racism has become so stereotypical
that you don’t even know you experience it. It’s a mentality.” But, he
feels that there’s room for change
and understanding of each other’s
different cultures. “It’s something
the administration of Baruch has to
address,” he says. “We are too much
of a diverse school to not have more
orientations, classes and intellectu-

al dialogues on race.”
Professor James Defilippis of the
Black and Hispanic Studies department agreed, saying, “I don’t think
we do enough with the diversity of
our campus. Just because students
are near each other doesn’t mean
they understand each other.”
The poll indicates something
that, for a lot of Baruch students,
is a reality and something they
have always been aware of. Rac-

ism is something that exists at Baruch, and as the poll states, “gets
expressed in indirect, subtle ways.”
But, at an institution like Baruch,
where students come from more
than 120 countries, an opportunity still stands to address the issue
of racism. As Defilippis says, “We
have an incredible opportunity to
break down racial barriers because
of our diversity.”
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A Shecky’s sham – Girls Night Out a glorified craft fair
BY ADRIENNE RAYSKI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ADRIENNE RAYSKI I THE TICKER

Sheckys’ novel idea: combining alcohol with shopping, which made the process a lot more fun for these ladies.

ADRIENNE RAYSKI I THE TICKER

The “girls” of Shecky’s Girls Night Out make their way through the Puck Building, where the event was held.
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Funky jewelry designs like the ones pictured above were a main feature.

Volunteer Inspirational
Partners come to Baruch
BY NICHEL BETHEA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A new undergraduate student
club called the Volunteer Inspirational Partners (VIP) was established on February 22, 2007.
VIP serves as a cross-cultural,
multi-diverse club that holds
events both on and off campus
geared towards volunteering for
non-profit organizations around
the city and other various types of
volunteer work. VIP club founders believe that by participating in
these activities, students will not
just develop their leadership skills
as project leaders and volunteers,
but learn about different cultures,
make new friends, and become
team players. Lisa Wu, vice president of VIP says that the ultimate
goal of the club is to help students
strengthen their character and
competence by using their time
and resources to give back to the
community.
The club has created a Facebook group which currently exceeds 120 members; other inter-

ested students are encouraged
to join. The club’s first event was
a clothing drive, which ran from
March 13-15. Donated goods
from the drive will go to the Salvation Army. Club members announced that they were “happy
to see that many of the students
supported our cause.” VIP has
collected a total of 137 shirts, 52
pants, 51 sweaters, 38 jackets, and
31 miscellaneous items from this
drive. Other upcoming events include an auction that will be held
on campus with proceeds going to
the Red Cross, a fundraising event
for the Medicins Sans Frontieres
(MSF), an international medical organization that provides
emergency care for those that are
affected by diseases, war-conflict, and/or who do not have the
means for medical assistance and
there are also plans to serve meals
at senior centers around the city.
For more information about these
upcoming events, please visit
VIP’s Web site at www.freepowerboards.com/vipleadership.

If you have ever wondered if
a trip to the mall might be a little
more enjoyable inebriated, you’re
on the same wavelength as the creators of Shecky’s Girls Night Out.
Shecky’s.com, a “comprehensive online guide to nightlife, beauty and fashion” has been hosting
the weeklong Girls Night Out event
in major cities including New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago and Miami
for several years now. Described as
a “spectacular evening of fashion,
glamour, beauty, shopping, cocktails, freebies and fun” Shecky’s is
on target in just a few of these areas.
Cocktails and enthusiastic shoppers are certainly in abundance,
but the event is far from glamorous
and the cocktails are just about the
only part that makes it fun.
If you’ve ever walked down a
SoHo side street on a sunny Saturday afternoon, then you can imagine the crowd of women that show
up for Shecky’s Girls Night Out
anxiously crowding around jewelry
booths, fighting for that last cashmere sweater at deep discount and
hoarding the free cocktails for “their
friends.” I was “lucky” enough to go
on a Tuesday evening, where I was
promised that the crowd would be
manageable. Indeed, it was better off than the SoHo side street I
mentioned earlier, but, at the same
time, a large percentage of the vendors choose to save the best for last
and show up only for the Friday
night show, when the bigger crowds
emerge and people feel more liberated to drink, since they don’t have
to get up for work in the morning.
I had been looking forward to
Shecky’s Girls Night Out for several
reasons. First, I heard big promises about the $30 “deluxe goodie
bag” claiming to be worth “around
$100.” There was some interesting stuff in my bag: a pair of panty
hose, makeup remover, cuticle pol-

ish, some magazines and a whole
bunch of other useless junk. I have
my doubts that the bag was worth
the $30 I shelled out, never mind
being close to $100, but what can
you do, c’est la vie. I also had looked
into a bunch of the vendors set to
make an appearance at the event
and was intrigued by their collections, hoping I’d find something
nice at a discount.
With that said, there were of
course some highlights to the
evening. I did drag my girlfriends
along and, being the enthusiastic shoppers that they are, (along
with the assistance of free alcohol)
they managed to plow through
the crowds and find some worthy deals. My only purchase was
a men’s t-shirt, for my boyfriend,
featuring the photography of Raoul
E. Calleja, who runs Vernakular.
com, a t-shirt line showcasing the
work of emerging photographers. I
couldn’t resist the gigantic cheeseburger photo plastered on the shirt,
piled high with pickles and onion
rings; I knew my boyfriend would
find it humorous.
Also notable was the funky line
of handmade jewelry designed by
Jazz-Minh Moore, also a professional painter, of Go Gold Mine.
Moore started her company after
working in a bead factory and discovering an immediate flair for putting glass beads, Swarovski crystals
and complimentary colors together
to create creative and inexpensive
earring designs inspired by modernist artists.
As for the freebies, if the lines
where you pay to shop are any indication of what the free stuff lines
are like — after all, everybody loves
free stuff — then I’d suggest steering clear unless you have a good
book to read. A few of my friends
were patient enough to wait for the
five-minute chair massage, which
they did describe as “worth the
wait,” however.
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Baruch’s Wall Street: The Wall Street Careers Program
BY ISMOILA ALLI-BALOGUN
STAFF WRITER

The Baruch College Wall Street
Careers Program was established
to bring together academically talented, high performing juniors at
Baruch College with a passion for
finance to ultimately prepare them
to be the best and brightest students suitable for a career on Wall
Street. By sharpening their technical, financial and analytical skills
while grooming them to excel in
the pursuit of a highly competitive
track in a successful Wall Street career.
The underlying motto of the
Starr Career Development Center is
that, “it’s not that far from 24 Street
to Wall Street.” This catchphrase,
coined by Heather Krasna, Internship Coordinator at the SCDC, is
the driving belief that brought the
program into existence.
Established under the direction
of the SCDC in Summer 2006, the
mission of the program thrives on
the conviction that Baruch Students are fully capable of securing
front-office internships and resulting full time offers at prestigious financial institutions based on their
academic excellence, competence
and finance acumen. Front-office
internship offers include positions
in Sales and Trading, Investment
Management, Investment Banking
and more.
Upon inception of the program,

the inaugural class, consisting of
21 students, in an applicant pool
of over 100, were selected based on
their scholarly achievements, demonstrated leadership abilities, a rigorous interview, essay quality, and
most significantly, their individual
passion for finance.
“From a program perspective,”
says director Christine Li-Auyeung,
“We are putting all our efforts and
resources into this program to give
top Baruch students a good shot at
Wall Street. The students are given
the same opportunity, just as students from Wharton and Harvard
are, to meritoriously earn frontoffice positions and achieve their
Wall Street dream.”
Immediately following admission into the program, the students
were given various tools needed to
sharpen their finance knowledge.
These resources included a free
subscription to the Wall Street Journal; a free copy of the Vault Guide
to Finance Interviews; access to
Dealmaven.com, an online tutorial
that teaches students how to build
models using Microsoft Excel; and
a personal mentor in the student’s
desired career path.
With the involvement and commitment varying on the dynamics
of the mentor/mentee relationship,
each student is paired with a mentor tailored to their area of interest
in the financial industry.
Most of the mentors assigned
are Baruch alumni who have secured full time front-office posi-

tions at major Wall Street firms. According to Adeola Roluga, a mentor
in the program, “students in the
program were advised to reach out
to mentors and alumni and use
them to better understand what it
means to be an analyst in each of
the respective areas of the financial
services industry.”
This understanding, as stated
by Lev Perelmuter, a student in the
program, “is very important in having an unbiased knowledge of what
you want, what it entails and why
you want it.”
The mentorship given to students in the program has become
the cornerstone of the program’s
success and has resulted in an increasing number of notable accomplishments. Also of resource
is the advice relentlessly given by
David Shulman, a Lehman Brothers veteran and chief mentor to the
students in the program. “With Mr.
Shulman’s interview tips,” said one
student, “I was able to secure a super day in Sales and Trading at Citigroup while in the room with my
first round interviewer!”
This being a year-long program
completed in two semesters, the
chief objective for the first semester
was to build within each studentthe skills necessary to secure an
internship. The fundamental skills
learned included interview techniques, personal pitch perfection,
financial resume preparation and
self-confidence building activities.
In addition, events such as din-

ing etiquette; a mock trading simulation sponsored by the New York
Board of Trade; a Citigroup and
Lehman Brothers office visit and a
Careers on Wall Street panel discussion sponsored by David Shulman,
were included in the curriculum.
“The Lehman Brothers event was
great,” says Manu Heywot-Kumasi,
“I interacted with students from
ivies such as Harvard, Columbia,
and the University of Pennsylvania.
There were four students from Baruch College and sixteen students
in total. I got a first-class feel of my
competition.”
On the topic of success thus
far, a number of students in the
program have been able to secure
front-office summer internship offers at top firms such as Credit Suisse, JP Morgan Chase, Bear Stearns, Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch,
PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Lehman
Brothers, Citigroup, etc. This is an
indication of the quality of students
accepted into the program.
Other students have also gained
access into highly regarded programs such as Sponsors for Educational Opportunity (SEO); Management leadership for Tomorrow
(MLT); Goldman Sachs Scholarship for Excellence; ScholarshipEducation-Mentoring-Internship
(SEMI); JP Morgan Chase Launching Leaders Scholarship and the
Summer Venture in Management
Program (SVMP) at Harvard Business School. “Being in a group
of high-achieving students,” says

Chun Yu, “has acted as a propellant
for me to work extra hard and strive
for success.”
Still in process is the second half
of the inaugural class’ tenure. The
objective this semester is to build
upon what was learned last semester and gear up for the already
obtained internship. Some of the
activities for this semester include
presentation skills workshops, an
evening of the buy and sell side,
an open house for potential students for the WSCP class of 2009,
an advanced excel workshop and a
graduation ceremony for the WSCP
class of 2008 in early May.
The truth is simply evident; it’s
not that far from 24th Street to Wall
Street.
To fill out an application or to
obtain additional information:
On March 29, the WSCP will
have an evening on the buy side
and an open house event for potential candidates for the class of
2009 (Graduation date of January,
June or August 2009). All interested
students are encouraged to attend
this event.
The application for the class
of 2009 is already available on the
SCDC Web site.
Interested students should visit:
http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/careers/students/wallst/index.htm
Any questions or information
requests regarding the program
should be sent to Christine Li-Auyeung, program director, at: wallstcareers@baruch.cuny.edu

“The Wall Street Careers Program is a remarkable program. You
will meet peers with similar goals
and interest as yourself. I have met
great friends through the WSCP and
that alone makes it worthwhile.”

“The Wall Street Careers Program at Baruch College has significantly enriched my college
experience. David Shulman, a former managing director at Lehman
Brothers and esteemed Baruch
alumnus, is among the leaders of
the program. The insights that I
gained from Dr. Shulman and the
entire WSCP staff enabled me to
secure the summer analyst position I was pursuing. I implore any
serious Baruch student to join this
exclusive program.”

IN THEIR OWN WORDS: TESTIMONIALS FROM THE WSC CLASS OF 2008

“The one piece of advice that I
think everyone should have is to be
honest with what one wants. Often,
people are blinded by the glitz and
glamour of Wall Street, but it’s not
what they really want. It’s a waste
of time and effort to pursue something that will be given up once you
start working and discover you hate
it.”
Christofer Garner
Goldman Sachs Scholarship for
Excellence Recipient 2007
Goldman Sachs Asset
Management- Summer 2007

“The creation of this exceptional
program will promote the crème
de la crème of Baruch students in
gaining front office positions on the
Street. Baruch will certainly make a
name for itself on Wall Street by virtue of the high caliber candidates
produced by the WSCP. This is a
great initiative taken by the SCDC.”
Ismoila Alli-Balogun
Sponsors for Educational Opportunity Summer 2007
Credit Suisse Investment Banking Summer Analyst 2007

“My experience in the WSCP
has been extremely positive, both
on the academics and on my career
development. I have met numerous professionals on Wall Street
and learned some financial modeling skills that are necessary in the
front-office positions.”
Rongbiao Fu
Treasurer, Portfolio
Management Club

“The program is a group of
highly motivated, assertive, and
hungry students eager to launch
their careers on Wall St. My advice
to students interested in a career on
Wall St. is to first have a resume that
shows your analytical, leadership,
teamwork, and communication
skills. Once you have the interview,
be confident and assertive. You’ll
rock it.”
Crisann Shair
President, Phi Eta Sigma
National Honor Society

“I feel privileged to be a part of
the program and amongst these
high achieving students. Personally
I feel connected to everyone in the
program and consider them family. The SCDC has created something special and every year it will
grow exponentially, helping more
Baruch students obtain front office
positions on Wall Street.”

Thomas Yang
Vice President of Finances,
Investment Banking Club

Darren Smith
Sponsors for Educational
Opportunity Summer 2007
Citigroup Investment Banking
Summer Analyst 2007

Morgan Gurfinkel
Merrill Lynch Investment
Banking Summer Analyst 2007

“Overall, my experience in
WSCP has been extremely rewarding. The group is like my second
family on campus. I certainly recommend this program to all highachieving students who will soon
prove and promote Baruch’s reputation on Wall Street.”

“I was assigned a mentor who
along with the presentations from
other industry Professionals, has
truly deepened my knowledge of
the Financial Service s Industry and
broadened my career prospects I
cannot thank WSCP enough for the
training and preparation.”

Ari Jahja
Sponsors for Educational
Opportunity Summer 2007
Credit Suisse Equity Research
Summer 2007

Dion Lou
Staff Sergeant, United States
Army Reserve

“The WSCP program was instrumental in getting me prepared for
the interview process. Thanks to
the workshop on resume writing I
was able to create a resume that I
felt would catch the eyes of recruiters, which it did. Then, when I got
to my interviews I was not intimated, since the WSCP program had
prepared me enough that I knew
what to expect.”
Alex Kreydin
Bear Stearns Summer Analyst
2007
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The Portfolio Management Club will have a special performance
review in the next issue. There will be an overview of how well their
portfolio companies have performed since they initiated coverage.

WORKING WITH CHANNEL TRENDLINES

BY CHRISTIAN LEMP
STAFF WRITER

A channel trendline is formed
when the price of a financial instrument fluctuates between parallel
support and resistance trendlines.
To review:
1. A support trendline is formed
when the price of a financial instrument moves upward, with, lows
forming in a line pattern.
2. A resistance trendline is
formed in the same manner, but is
formed with a straight line between
the highest prices
Now, a channel is formed when
the price fluctuates between a support and resistance trendline that
are parallel.
To form a channel the trader
would first draw a trendline when a
possible trend forms. For example,
on the EURUSD chart at the point
labeled 1 a support trendline could
be drawn.
Then, a parallel line can be
drawn, starting from the most recent significant high. Then, the

trader has to wait for confirmation
that a channel exists. At point 2,
when the parallel resistance trendline offers a significant resistance,
the channel is confirmed.
Long orders will be placed along
the bottom support trendline, and
shorts along the resistance trendline. Stops loss orders should be
placed above or below the trendline, depending on the direction of
the trade.
A false spike refers to a quick
break in the trendline that is almost
immediately corrected by the market. A false spike can be seen on the
EURUSD chart at the red circle. Notice how quickly the price corrected
to adhere to the trendline.
The price doesn’t necessarily always hit the channel trendline, nor
does it always stay perfectly in between them. Also, a channel is not
permanent.
Eventually it will break, and
change direction, forming new
trends. It provides a good indicator
of entry and exit points for long and
short positions.

CHRISTIAN LEMP I THE TICKER
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Recruiters assist students with the art of personal pitch
< Beta Alpha Psi
and CDC hosts
interviewing event

the past. (e.g. If you mentioned that
you are a leader, talk about your
leadership role in the club you are
an officer in.)
(8) Don’t memorize your pitch.
In order to keep the pitch sounding natural, practice it by writing
down a few key points you would
like to convey to the interviewer.
Do not write down and then recite
a speech.
(9) Be honest and truthful; this
way, when the interviewer starts
asking follow-up questions, you
won’t get stuck and not know how
to answer them. (If you say that you
enjoy reading the Wall Street Journal on a daily basis, be ready to tell
the interviewer which article you
read this past week that was of interest to you and why.)
(10) Most importantly, do all of
the above while being yourself!

BY EKATERINA ATAMANOVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“So, tell me about yourself,” says
the interviewer. In an attempt to
answer this vague, yet critical question, the student begins conjuring
up thoughts of her favorite color,
birth date, mother’s maiden name
and shoe size. Her heart skips a
beat, and she wonders, what should
I say? You might be thinking that
this is an uncommon response,
but the majority of students who
venture out into the intimidating
corporate world don’t know how to
answer this simple question.
In an effort to help develop the
interview skills of their fellow students, Beta Alpha Psi, a nationally
recognized honor society for accounting, finance and computer information systems majors, co-sponsored the first annual Interviewing
Skills Development Program with
the Starr Career Development Center on March 6. The event, “Sold!
How to Sell Yourself to the Finance
Industry” was part of Beta Alpha
Psi’s overall effort to help students
bridge the gap that exists between
their academic studies and their
future professional careers. Profes-

JOHN LEE | THE TICKER

Beta Alpha Psi members and Ingrid Tineo (center), assistant director of the CDC.
sionals from Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch, Citigroup and JPMorgan
Chase were in attendance.
There was a seven to one ratio
of students to professionals at each
table. Each student had the opportunity to present his or her personal
pitch to the professional and receive feedback and advice on how
to better tailor the pitch.
For those of you working on im-

proving your personal ad, here are
10 great tips from the professionals:
(1) Keep the duration of the
pitch between 20-40 seconds.
(2) Be sure to first introduce
yourself.
(3) State your status and major.
(e.g. a junior majoring in accounting.)
(4) Explain how you became in-

terested in the field.
(5) Research the essential skills
needed to succeed in the position/
industry you are applying for. State
why you possess any of those skills;
state how they are relevant or important to the position/industry.
(6) Mention your strengths. (e.g.
a leader, a problem solver.)
(7) Give examples of how you
have exemplified your strengths in

Beta Alpha Psi will be sponsoring similar events for accounting,
finance and computer information
systems majors throughout the
rest of the spring semester. If you
missed this event the Starr Career
Development Center will be holding a workshop, “Preparing Your
Personal Pitch” on Tuesday, April
17. Stop by the Starr Career Development Center at room VC 2-150
to pick up a schedule of workshops
for this semester.

Sigma dinner exposes honor society
Sigma Alpha Delta invites you to
attend Sigma Alpha Delta’s (Sigma)
annual Career Dinner. The Sigma
Career Dinner is an opportunity for
undergraduate students to ask important career questions, as well as
hear the professional perspectives
and lessons from business leaders.
You will gain enhanced insight
into how your majors can be applied in the competitive work environment. If you are interested
in accounting, financial services,
actuarial science, political science,
globalization, real estate or the
natural sciences, this is the perfect
opportunity to evaluate different
career options. Make the most of
this opportunity and be prepared
to ask your questions during our
15-20 minute question and answer
period with the professionals.
Join Sigma on Tuesday from
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room (1-107). Dinner will
be served from 7:00 – 7:30 p.m., for-

mal attire and reservations are required. Please RSVP to careerdinner@sigmabaruch.org, as seating
is limited.
Some of the speakers will include Peter Tyndale, Director of
Finance and on the Council of Foreign Relations, he has worked with
PricewaterhouseCoopers (Jamaica)
and Ernst & Young (USA). Among
his academic successes, Tyndale,
received his BBA from Baruch College.
Gil Bar-Nahum, director of Investment Bank Global Healthcare
Group, will also be joining the dinner. Dr. Bar-Nahum assesses the
potential value of up and coming
privately owned Biotechnology or
Pharmaceutical businesses and
advises and executes Mergers and
Acquisitions, initial public offerings and other financing.
Other speakers include Eugene
Chan, Senior Tax Manager of Real
Estate Group and David Turetzky,

VP of District Sales Manager Global
Wealth Management for Morgan
Stanley.
When you decide to get more involved in school activities and want
to take advantage of an invitation
to an honor society, what do you
expect going in to their first general
meeting? Maybe you will expect to
find out their requirements. Maybe
you will expect to meet the officers
who run the society. Maybe they

will tell you about the events and
programs that you can or must take
part in. Most likely you will think,
“All of this is great, but I do not feel
very included and I do not think that
I can really make a difference here.”
After one meeting, you will realize
the huge impact you’re making on
society as well as yourself.
Sigma always welcomes you to
stop by their room in the club area
on the third floor, room 3-249 and
say hello to their many officers.
Sigma Alpha Delta has an incredible history of innovation.
Many of the programs of Baruch
and organizations that students
use today have originated in Sigma.
Some of the innovative programs
of our history are today known
as VITA, The Book Exchange and
SACC just to name a few.
Sigma is one of Baruch’s oldest
and only nationally funded societies that is dedicated solemnly to
serving the Baruch students and

the community. Ever since it was
created in 1932, it was known as a
place for personal development,
breaking barriers and success.
Sigma is known for is prestige
and services provided to its members. Its members come from very
diverse backgrounds and are known
in the society for a very broad scope
of talents. Some of these talents include an ability to lead and organize events, successfully advertise
and a plentiful knowledge of computers and their systems.
Some of the names of honorary
members that are easily recognizable are Supreme Court Justice,
Felix Frankfurter, NY mayor Fiorello LaGuardia, legendary Dean
of Baruch, Dr. Emmanuel Saxe, discoverer of the Salk vaccine against
polio, Dr. Jonas Edward Salk and of
course Bernard Baruch himself.
This article was co-written by
members of Sigma Alpha Delta.
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Brewster, of Krispy Kreme, “CEO Exchange” hosts Best Buy and Sony
brings tasty talk to campus
n CONTINUED FROM FRONT

VICTOR CHU | THE TICKER

n CONTINUED FROM FRONT
he needs to look at everybody eye
to eye.
Brewster told of one event where
he was sitting at the dinner table
between both his parents, Bob and
Marge, after spending a day at the
playground. He learned a new
word that day: “Four letters. I was
hit simultaneously by both parents
— whack! And there were no more
of those words at the dinner table.”
Brewster’s first paycheck came
from the playgrounds, where he
coached kids, ran arts and crafts
and other activities. Soon, he was
promoted to run an entire playground and then promoted to be
the director of all the playgrounds
in the area: “I get to drive the van
now” laughed Brewster.
Like other executives who started to work early in life, Brewster had
to rely on work and scholarships to
be able to attend his choice college,
the University of Virginia. During
his first half-year living at his fraternity house, he slept on box springs:
“I couldn’t afford a mattress,” said
Brewster. He worked at the athletic
department and was an announcer
for girls’ basketball team. “The top
scorer was Amy Easter. Every time
she scored I called it an Easter basket,” said Brewster, acknowledging
the cheesiness.
Brewster landed his first major
job at General Foods, which was
later bought by Philip Morris and

CAREER
CORNER
BY STARR CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
HAVE CAREER QUESTIONS?
EMAIL THE CAREER CORNER AT: CAREERDC@
BARUCH.CUNY.EDU
Dear Career Corner,
I have been thinking about
going to graduate school but I
don’t know what I need to do to
find out about the process. What
can I do?
—Going to Grad School
Dear Going to Grad School,
If you are interested in applying to Graduate School, you can
start by making an appointment
with the Graduate School Advisor at the Starr Career Development Center by calling 646-3124674 or stopping by 2-150 NVC
to make an appointment.
This service is available to
help you get started and stay organized as you go through the
application process. Additionally, attending a workshop on how
to write a personal statement or
getting a resume review at the
SCDC can be a valuable aid.
Meeting with an Advisor at the
SCDC can also help you determine whether going to Graduate
School is the right choice for you

merged into Kraft. He spent eight
years there, working in desserts,
meals and finally product management. The last division allowed
him to “roll up my sleeves and get
out there … get out of the office,”
as Brewster puts it. This particular
style of management suited Brewster perfectly, as this is exactly how
he is helping transform Krispy
Kreme.
When asked about how he was
seen as a parent at work, Brewster
elaborated on one of his management ideas of roots and wings. “You
need deep roots, a foundation with
room to grow. You also have to allow for wings — to try new things,”
explained Brewster.
After years of service at General
Foods, and eventually Kraft and
Nabisco, Brewster finally had the
opportunity to run his own company. His first days at Krispy Kreme
involved setting a 100-day plan and
visiting several shops and franchisees “to tell them I’m there,” explained Brewster. During one of the
many meetings he held with employees at all levels of the company, one woman who worked at the
company for 42 years told him that
in all that time, she never met the
CEO. Another person who worked
there for 38 years said that she has
been to a meeting with the CEO,
but this was the first time she was
allowed to speak in the meeting.
Brewster set a company mission — to survive, stabilize and to
achieve sustained growth. Making sure that there is enough cash
to pay the bills and developing
new products became key. Krispy
Kreme became creative and introduced a heart-shaped doughnut for
Valentine’s Day. What followed was
a football doughnut, which interestingly, was the same shape as the
Easter egg doughnut. All you do is
change the color for the seasons.
After talking about the global
reach of Krispy Kreme, Brewster
made clear what his vision for the
company is — further extending
Krispy Kreme globally so that there
can be “smiles around the world,”
grinned Brewster. “I eat one donut
per day,” he professed. “It has 200
calories — less than a muffin.”

if you are still at the point where
you are first exploring ideas for
future education.
Best of luck!
—Career Corner
Dear Career Corner,
Early this semester, I applied
for many jobs through eRecruiting. After I accepted an offer and
started working, another employer called me. Since I am already working, I didn’t bother to
call back. Was this the right thing
to do?
—Bothered
Dear Bothered,
You should always return an
employer’s call, even if it is only
to say you are no longer available.
If you are interested in the position, you will be able to schedule
an interview when you call.
If you are no longer interested, you still need to let the employer know, first so that he or
she can call the next choice on
his/her list, secondly to maintain Baruch’s reputation in the
business community, and last
but not least because it is a very
small world, and your reputation
can also be damaged by not giving the employer the courtesy of
a phone call.
Simply call the employer
back and say, “Thanks so much
for calling, but I have already accepted another position. Please
keep me in mind for the future.”
—Career Corner

as far as opposition goes Howard
Stinger may not be as afraid of
competitors as many would expect
him to be. While he admits that the
iPhone isn’t a multi-media device
that should be underestimated
— especially since Apple innovator Steve Jobs is behind it — he
believes that the Sony Eriksson
collaboration is already producing
phones that will be competitive
with the iPhone with many innovations still to come.
He stated that so far Blu-Ray
has already outsold HD DVD by
a 3:1 margin and that most major
releases are set to be released on
Blu-Ray including Spiderman and
Pirates of the Caribbean. And as far
as the Nintendo Wii is concerned,
while he admits that it was a very
cleverly developed product, he believes that it targets a completely
different market than the Playstation 3 and that as soon as more
game titles are developed the PS3
will be financially beneficial. Mr.
Stringer also made sure to address
the fact that while the PS3 is being
sold below production costs, the
same was true with the PS2 and it
is still the most successful console
being sold in any market.
The second member of the CEO
Exchange panel was Mr. Bradbury
Anderson, a man who at one point
held an associate degree and wanted to quit his job in a retail store
because he wasn’t able to make a
single sale.
From the infancy of the company to now he has seen a tremendous transformation of his professional and economic fortunes and
is now the CEO and vice chairman
of a chain that did $30 billion in
sales last year.
Believing that every employee
has a particular skill to offer, Anderson stated during his interview
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“I don’t actually believe there are
underachievers”, a belief that he
has used to transform Best Buy
into a company takes employees
individual talents and knowledge
into consideration.
Anderson reminded the audience that retail stores go out of
business quickly and what is winning in business today is probably
costing you tomorrow. He stated
that one of his primary objectives
is to understand why people want
the product and how those desires
are going to impact the overall market, this way even a giant firm can
quickly respond to change. With
that philosophy in mind he continually tries to innovate within the
company to remain competitive.
This strategy is apparent in moves
such as the development of Geek
Squad, a planned expansion into
China and a customer oriented
strategy called “customer centric.”
An interesting point of how
Brad Anderson accumulates information regarding the market and
which strategies at Best Buy need
to be revised or changed, is that he
completely disappears from his office from time to time, sometimes
for a period of several weeks. While
within that time his secretary can
always find him, he believes that
it is impossible to fully understand

the position of the company if you
remain in the same place and that
you always need to look for “unconventional models of business”.
Though Best Buy has done a
tremendous job in differentiating
the company from its competitors
on the sales floor, there are still
many constraints of being large
chain that compels the company
and its competitors to share some
of the same afflictions. During the
exchange an instructor at Baruch
asked the Executive Officer how
Best Buy intends to remain competitive in regards to its health care
program as one of its largest competitors, Wal-Mart, is struggling
amid claims of inadequate provisions. Anderson replied that while
he believes in the system Best Buy
currently has, but the company
faces similar limitations and many
of the same costs issues that affect
other large retailers.
Though the exchange was very
insightful and informative there
was also a wealth of comical moments throughout the interviews.
Perhaps the funniest moment was
when Mr. Anderson was making a
reference to the Ipod, for which he
quickly apologized to Mr. Stringer,
Mr. Stringer interrupted and exclaimed “Circuit City doesn’t give
me this kind of problem.”
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The Sacrament Tour sweeps the nation, Lamb
of God and Machine Head share their thoughts
BY BEN PREUSS
BUSINESS MANAGER

The 2007 Sacrament Tour featuring
Lamb of God, Trivium, Machine Head,
and Gojira, plows through New York City’s
Roseland Ballroom on Thursday, March
22, and it’s clear that this sold-out show
will leave you screaming with metal fingers in the air.
Both Lamb of God bassist John Campbell and Machine Head lead guitarist Phil
Demmel offered The Ticker some insight
into how things are going.

Interview with Phil
Demmel (lead guitarist)
of Machine Head

ing for you?
PD: No, he did the last one, too. We did
the same set up we did as with Through the
Ashes.

Ben Preuss: Machine Head has a new
record coming out on March 27 called The
Blackening. What kind of songs can fans
look forward to?
Phil Demmel: We think The Blackening
is a pretty epic record — lots of long songs,
kind of timeless in feel, definitely the most
ambitious record from Machine Head as far
as technicalities.

PD: It’s going really well, man. Every
show’s been sold out. We’re playing in front
of a packed house of kids who haven’t really
seen us before, and we’re doing really well.
It’s been a kick-ass tour; couldn’t ask for a
better pre-release tour.

BP: Machine Head has faced many ups
and downs throughout its career, but it
seems like you’re hitting the airwaves hard
with The Blackening. How are you guys
feeling as a band right now?
PD: We just got back into touring, so
we’re back into that world where we haven’t
been in two years. The recording process was
pretty long and arduous and Rob was there
producing, so he was there for the whole ordeal through breaking down the rigs, breaking down the guitars and breaking down the
Pro Tools — he made this record happen. We
all contributed musically, but Rob’s pretty
much the guy that made it happen.

PD: It’s been kind of uneventful. We’ve
been hanging out with all the guys in the
bands and stuff — there was a pretty funny
wrestling match the other day between Rob
and Dave. There was an impromptu jam session in Austin with me, Rob, Willy and Chris
and one of our techs just commandeering a
band’s gear and playing very bad covers.

BP: Is this the first record he’s produc-

n Interview with John
Campbell (bassist)
from Lamb of God
Ben Preuss: Your newest album,
Sacrament, debuted at number eight on
the Billboard charts. Many people consider
this to be a pretty big accomplishment,
especially since we don’t typically see
metal bands up there. Did this surprise
you and what elements of the record do
you think allowed this to happen?
John Campbell: We were definitely surprised. We’ve been a band for a real long
time and we’ve been gaining dedicated fans
along the way. The support from our fans
has helped us in what we do. Though, obviously [Billboard] had to pay attention to [our
record] sales, I think it’s also a statement on
where the record industry is now with how
many records need to get sold to get you to
number eight.
BP: Many bands in this genre seem to be
replacing their members more often than
they are playing shows; however, Lamb of
God has pretty much kept the same lineup
since the beginning. Has it been difficult to
keep the Lamb of God bond strong?
JC: We’ve been the same dudes since
’98 and we’ve been a band since ’94. That’s
part of our success — we are who we are and
we’re not trying to be something we’re not.
I’m not saying that people who have had
band members leave are trying to be something they’re not, but it can be a hard life.
We keep the bond because we’re friends, we
communicate on the same level.
BP: It seems like Lamb of God’s musical style has remained relatively consistent from album to album, whereas many
other bands try to do something new or
different, which often leads to their failure
and/or the alienation of their fans. Do you
guys intentionally stick to your signature
style across releases?
JC: I think it’s what we’ve come up with
in the heavy metal band that we’ve created.
What we put out is what comes out and it’s
not a conscious effort like “let’s make a song
that sounds like this” or “a song that sounds
like that”, although we’ll be like “let’s have a
speedy thrash part there”, but that’s more to

do with what feels right for the song, it’s not
a contrived creation to try and recreate anything.
BP: You guys are known to have some
crazy fans and a vicious live performance.
Can we expect the same Lamb of God that
we’re used to on the Sacrament tour?
JC: Well, we’re playing a lot more than
we’ve been able to play in the past since we’re
headlining. We’re playing a lot longer of a set
and the first 18 shows of this tour have been
sold out, so the fans have been showing up
in force. I had two nights where there were
technical difficulties and they were a little
upsetting, but besides those two nights, every night has been fucking insanely great.
BP: What’s it like being on tour? Your
music video for Redneck has a bunch of
sexy goth chicks dancing around your tour
bus — is this a typical day on the road with
Lamb of God?
JC: That’s a good question! And no, it’s
not. That’s all in the land of make-believe, in
the video. We’re all married dudes so we’re
not messing around and partying like that.
We share a bus with our crew and they’re
not married dudes and I guess sometimes
the party will get to be like that, but generally
speaking, it’s nothing crazy. There’s a whole
lot of drinking and bullshitting going on.
BP: What’s next on Lamb of God’s to-do
list once the Sacrament tour is over?
JC: Once this tour run is over we’re heading to New Zealand and then to Australia and
Japan — I think we’re going to be out there
maybe three and a half, four weeks — and
then we’ll come home for a little bit. Then,
we’re going to go do probably a month-run
in Europe, hitting up festivals over there.
From there it’s kind of unclear what we’re
going to be doing, but we’re going to be touring the States in some capacity.
BP: Do you have any DVD’s or anything
coming out for us to look forward to?
JC: Yeah, actually, we’re filming right now.
The guy who does all our DVD’s has been out
on the road with us — actually he filmed the
movie that went along with Sacrament. He
first showed up when we recorded that and
he’s been filming [ever] since.

BP: How’s the Sacrament tour with
Lamb of God & Trivium going?

BP: What’s the most ridiculous thing
that’s happened on the tour so far?

BP: For those out there that aren’t familiar with Machine Head — if you were
to sum up the band in one sentence, what
would you say?
PD: We’re the cockroaches of heavy metal.
We’ve been around, we’ve seen all the trends
come and go and we’re still here.
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This is one Sleep Over that
may keep you wide awake
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

What does one do when their
significant other has a wandering
eye? Does one walk out and never
look back? Maria Micheles’ new
play, Sleep Over, now playing at the
Theater for the New City embarks
on the road less traveled in dealing
with a relationship on the rocks.
The play begins in the midst
of a heated quarrel between Ted
and Diane, who from an initial
glance seem like a normal heterosexual couple. But, that façade is
soon shattered when the audience
shockingly learns that the couple
spent the previous night in the
arms of two others. No, it was by
no accident, but rather the result
of much forethought that sent the
couple lustfully running into the
warm embrace of complete strangers.
Ted, played by Chris Stack, has
been repeatedly tempted by the
fruits of other women, and has refused to give up his cheating ways.
In order to save the relationship,
Diane, played by Jennifer Curfman,
decides to allow her significant
other to satisfy his desire by spending a night with someone else. But,
it seems as though her decision
has caused her more trouble than
it was truly worth, for she is torn
inside and out with unanswerable questions. That is until Lucy,
played, oddly enough, by Lucy Alibar, the woman of Chris’ one night
stand, shows up on the doorstep.
A troubling tale of present-day
relationships, Sleep Over attempts
to probe deep within our psyche
and elicit an emotional response.

300 has got the brawn,
but is short on brains

ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

BY ABRAHEME HASSAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Nine out of ten people in the
audience for 300 were there to
watch macho men duke it out with
swords. I was sure that I was in for
a performance of the Greek version
of Sin City, which also came from
Frank Miller, graphic artist and creator of 300.
The first voice the audience
hears comes from the wounded
Spartan, Delios (played by David
Wenham, who was also Faramir in
The Lord of the Rings), who we learn
was delivering a message from King
Leonidas before the final battle: a
pendant for his wife, Queen Gorgo.
But in between the complicated
plot line, there is eye candy, oh yes
there is! If you can withstand the
gore and squirting testosterone in
your face, you definitely won’t be
disappointed with the visual orgasms this movie offers. Men with
eight-pack abdominals, as well as
hysterical visual ratios between
macho Spartans and effeminate
enslaved Persians, Matrix-style
slashing and gashing, disfigured
lesbians (err, were they lesbians?),
and for Xerxes, a fusion of RuPaul
and an Iron Giant with a self-piercing fetish.
Besides the fact that King Leoni-

das, (Gerard Butler) leads 300 of
his Grade-A USDA certified beefy
Spartan warriors through a terrific
ancient battle, he doesn’t give his
performance much oomph to carry
it through. The overly brute oneliners and the lackluster support
by so-called supporting characters
leave you with a bad aftertaste. The
Queen’s acting is meant to gain reinforcement through the approval
of the Council, but is done grotesquely despite the fact that it was
her time to shine.
The Queen settles for a Grecian
urn rather than an Olympic medal.
The ephemeral cruxes of pride and
glory don’t make up for the gaps
that lie between the sword clashing; it only deepens them and creates more yearning to skip the “acting” entirely.
This film is neither as poignant
or powerful as Braveheart, enduring and empathetic as The Lord of
the Rings and does not hold a candle to the allegiance of Saving Private Ryan; you will never see such
a film like this until Frank Miller
goes at it again in a few years with
Sin City 2.
300 will still leave you breathless — for actually paying to see
this movie. It is nothing more than
a snobbish excuse for a release before Miller’s next great film.

THEATERFORTHENEWCITY.NET

The sexual tension in this play will certainly keep audiences alert.
Though it is likely that each one of
us has been the victim of a cheater,
the cure chosen by Diane to quell
Ted’s cheating heart is a bit outrageous for this day and age. Being of
a generation more concerned with
hooking up than being chained to
a dead-end relationship, a phenomenon tackled in the highly
controversial new book by Laura
Sessions Stepp titled, Unhooked:
How Young Women Pursue Sex,
Delay Love and Lose at Both, I find
it hard for younger audiences to relate to Diane.
The dawn of female empowerment as a result of the second wave
of feminism in the 1960s surely
grants females the opportunity
and the strength, both emotionally
and financially to kick any loser to
the curb. But, overall Sleep Over is a

rich and thought-provoking script.
Now until March 25 you can
attend Sleep Over, but you won’t
need your PJ’s and blankie for this
show. Heated arguments and vivid
sex scenes will keep you wideawake. Don’t just take my word
for it, according to Nytheatre.com,
playwright “Maria Micheles is a
talent to keep an eye on … High
Praise!”
Theater for the New City
155 First Avenue
(between 9th and 10th
Streets)
Tel: 212.254.1109
Tickets: $10
For more info:
Sleepovertheplay.com
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A cheer for a Moan
BY KEN K. TSÉ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Though the film has received many poor reviews, the storyline does have its charms.

Caution: Prepare
on being charmed
n A new play
by Jorge Ignacio
Cortiñas asks:
are you ready?
BY DOV GIBOR
COPY EDITOR

What do we do? Catastrophe
has struck, what do we do? A group
of college students seek to answer
this question in the Baruch Performing Arts Center’s next production, The Charm of Preparedness.
The students are preparing an
emergency action plan that will
allow them to deal with a campuswide crisis. They have a detailed response to an act of terrorism. Hell
breaking loose? Nothing to worry
about, it’s covered. Acts of God?
Your insurance won’t cover it, but
they’ve got a plan for that too.
But things are never that simple,
are they? Especially when you’re in
love.
The emergency preparedness
drill is a backdrop to the play’s story. As the characters plan for the
unexpected, they find their personal lives oddly paralleling their
preparations. On the day of the
drill, the parallel lines converge in
a disaster no one could plan for.
Playwright Jorge Ignacio Cortiñas describes the play as a “droll
comedy,” adding “I thought it
would be perfect for a college ...
the students will really get the humor.” Preparedness will be making
its debut at the BPAC on March 27.
The play grew out of current
events. “Homeland Security is giving out grants to communities to
develop these emergency plans,”

Cortiñas says. Cortiñas began
developing the story as part of a
workshop in Ohio, but has since
more than doubled the length of
the script. “We’re still doing rewrites, but that is typical of a new
play. The first time you see the actors performing it, you see things
that need to be fixed.”
Will it all be finished in time for
opening day? “You always want
more time, but we’ll be ready,”
Cortiñas explained. No one on
the set seems worried. The actors
are relaxed, and they laugh between running lines and discussing blocking with director Debbie
Savietz.
Cortiñas sits in on most rehearsals. “I really like to be involved in
all the design conversations ... I’ve
worked with Debbie before and
she’s great because she really sees
this is a collaborative process,” he
says.
Cortiñas has worked on both
professional and student productions across the country and
he feels both yield great results.
“Working with students means
you’re training them in part, but it
also means they are open and not
ossified in their method.”
Last year, Cortiñas was playwright-in-residence at Hartford
Stage. He has won fellowships from
the National Endowment for the
Arts, the Helen Merrill Award, the
Chelsea Award and the New York
Foundation of the arts. His works
include the award-winning Sleepwalkers, The Loyal Opposition and
Tight Embrace.
So, what are you made of when
disaster strikes? To find out, plan
on seeing The Charm of Preparedness at the Nagelberg theatre,
March 27-31.

If you’re thinking, “what is it
with Samuel L. Jackson and snake
movies lately?” you may be pleasantly surprised by Jackson’s latest
feature, Black Snake Moan. While
the initial premise seems quite absurd, that of Jackson chaining up
Christina Ricci in his home to cure
her of her wickedness, be assured
that absurdity is exactly one of the
themes this film tackles well, albeit
subtly. Moan is sure to be another
cult hit under Jackson’s belt.
In Moan, Jackson plays Lazarus,
a retired blues singer whose wife
has just divorced him and run off
with his brother. The God-fearing
Jackson finds solace in retreating
to his farm to be alone. Meanwhile,
Ricci plays Rae, the town tramp,
whose boyfriend Ronny (Justin
Timberlake), has just left for the
army. In his absence, Rae goes on
a spree of nymphomania and after
a night of sex and drugs, ends up
passed out on the road in front of
Lazarus’ farm.
Lazarus finds her the next
morning and takes her in. While
in town to retrieve some medicine for Rae, Lazarus discovers her
sexual reputation and decides it is
his God-given duty to “cure” her of
her nymphomania. After Rae tries
to escape several times and then
attempts to seduce Lazarus, he decides to chain her to the radiator
and the healing process, for both,
begins.
As Lazarus, Jackson finds his
niche as the damaged badass subtly seeking redemption — a typical
role that audiences have come to

love him for. Jackson once again
successfully combines a demanding tone and tough persona with
a cool and calculated demeanor.
Jackson and Ricci have excellent
chemistry as a father and daughter
pair — where Lazarus fills in as the
father figure Rae never had, Rae
fills the loneliness in Lazarus’ life
and gives meaning back to it.
Jackson delivers a lot of tough
love to Ricci’s wild girl character,
but as the film goes on, they begin
to soften to each other. For the role,
Ricci went on a diet of nothing but
pure junk food to achieve a sickly
appearance, though she wears little
to cover herself up during most of
the film in order to boost her sexually tempting appearance.
Director Craig Brewer (Hustle
& Flow) returns to southern story
telling with Black Snake Moan. In
fact, Moan may very well be a contemporary southern gothic tale,
with its use of deeply flawed and
grotesque characters that nonetheless possess some positive traits.
Lazarus is in fact a caring, deeply
religious man, and Rae is a victim
of sexual abuse. The choice of setting the film in a small semi-desert
Tennessee town not only sets a hot
and bothered mood for the film,
but also an atmosphere that parallels the lifelessness in both Lazarus
and Rae’s lives.
The film speaks to the absurdity
of relationships, specifically with
Lazarus’ tying of Rae to the house
with a 20-foot, 40-pound chain.
Consequently, the humor in this
situation, such as Rae attempting to
seduce Lazarus and his best friend
finding out about her, only adds to
the absurdity of it all. However, it

all plays out well in the film, as Rae
begins to soften up to Lazarus, who
treats her with kindness as only a
father could.
She eventually convinces him to
pick up his guitar again and Jackson, who practiced for six months
for this film, plays a ballad that
explains the movie’s title, which
is best heard through Jackson’s
voice.
Many will no doubt sense a misogynistic tone to the film, since
the premise surrounds a sexually
active woman who is literally tied
to a chain in one man’s effort to
cure her. Of course, biblical allusions, such as Rae as the snake in
the Garden of Eden and ultimately
the seducer, as well as Lazarus as
a pious man who is ultimately reborn, (although so is Rae), all plays
out the theme of redemption in
this film. However, it is worth noting that had it been the other way
around — that is, if Ricci tied Jackson to the chain, or a white man
tied a black woman to the chain
— there would be a greater controversy lying here because it would
more closely allude to slavery.
Despite the feelings of helplessness early on, our hero and heroine
eventually find the redemption
they’ve been looking for. By Lazarus’ big musical number at the local
tavern with half the town present,
the audience gets the feeling everything will be all right. Black Snake
Moan is a film wrapped up in many
layers, but audiences are urged to
watch it with an open mind to develop their own interpretations.
After all, is it not the most absurd
things in life that are also the most
real?
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Leisure

Spring looks to spruce up your feet
BY MARLYN FRAGE AND JASON
SCHWARTZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Let’s take a peek at this season’s
hottest shoe trends. We have some
fabulous footwear that would even
make Carrie Bradshaw pick up The
Ticker.
The fool-proof shoe of the season has to be the flat sandal. This
look offers laid back comfort with a
hint of glamour. These sandals can
be worn bare or adorned with intricate embellishments. Snake skin
and gold tones are also great takes
on this style. These shoes can be
worn with cropped pants or flowing bohemian dresses. Nine West’s
“Leilajade” sandal has tropical look
will make you feel like you’re vacationing in San Tropez for spring
break even if you’re stuck in New
York.
Another key look for spring is
the ankle strap flat. This trend is a
new take on the already immensely
popular ballet flats. They are cute,
simple, functional and incredibly delightful. White, metallic and
bright jewel tones are the choice
colors for implementing this style.
The glossy plum and bronze
strapped “Iorio” from Nine West is
perfect example of this style. Wear
these with skinny pants and bold
tie front blouse or a breezy tunic
with leggings. Flats were made for
slimming bottoms and loose-fitting
tops. Finishing the look with oversized sunglasses will make you the
envy of every Mary Kate and Lindsay wannabe in our fair city.
Our favorite look for spring is
the extremely versatile low wedge.
This style is amazingly chic and

has a very ’70s feel. They have the
look of full wedges, but the comfort of a flat. Urban Outfitters’ tricolor braided leather wedges add
an earthy feel as well as a nice pop
of color to any outfit. These can be
worn with long jersey skirts or an
empire waist summer dress.
Espadrilles are also making a
comeback for what feels like the
millionth time. This classic wedge
never goes out of style. This shoe
offers big height which makes legs
look long and lean. These shoes
come in an array of canvas shapes
and colors. They can be worn with
bold print summer dresses, bringing you back to your high school
days in the Hamptons.

ALDOSHOES.COM

NINEWEST.COM

NINEWEST.COM

ZAPPOS.COM

And for the boys?
John Varvatos has updated a
classic with an edge in his line for
Converse, including vintage, frayed
slip-ons as well as “multi-lace”
sneakers with an abundance of thin
cords replacing actual laces.
Another designer lending his
talents to a mainstream shoe
company is Puma by Alexander
McQueen. This is a male fashion
whore’s dream, with structured
canvas sneakers, and last season’s
favorite, the “My Left Foot Trompe
L’oeil” slip on, adorned with a
beautiful print, silver tone cat fang
hanging from the top, and even a
translucent sole with McQueen’s
own footprint.

The sophisticated working man
might need to update his shoe closet, because surprisingly the loafer is
back in full force.
Your biggest decision: tassels or
no tassels? It’s a toughie, but which
ever you decide on, a pair of sapphire Ferragamos will get you far
on Madison Avenue. However, stay
clear of Chelsea. They might get
stolen right off your feet.
As the days heat up, many will
slip on a pair of flip-flops and to
this we say, please be a little fashion
conscious, if not for yourself, do it
for the people that have to see your
feet. Pair some classy, rustic Miu
Miu or Mark Nason sandals with a
clear pedicure.

URBANOUTFITTERS.COM

However, for a sportier, street
look, you might opt for white sneakers with bright colors, by Adidas or
Lacoste. Try a unique pair of Nike
Dunks with skinny jeans for something a little more risqué. American
Apparel recently launched their
line of unisex slim slacks that come
in an array of colors, and many are
finding them hard to resist.
In the coming months, let’s
agree to empty our wallets at the
sight of pretty shoes that will make
our feet happy. Because when our
feet are happy, well, they can take
us just about anywhere, can’t they?
Except the moon. That would just
be silly.

The saggy baggy — Baruch’s “fashion doctor” says no way

Ismolla Alli-Balogan, Baruch’s
self-proclaimed fashion doctor.

n Find out why
the saggy look
isn’t helping you
get any ladies
BY ISMOILA ALLI-BALOGUN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Wasted fabric flowing generously down one’s waist, revealing
Spongebob Squarepants boxers,
bears overwhelming evidence of
that person’s inability to capture
the necessities of style. If your pants
are baggy, it’s not because you’re
packing but simply because you’re
lacking!
Now let’s get down to the basics. The clothes make the man, the
words make him smooth and the

facial features make him attractive.
The entire combo brings the appeal. Now let’s say you are deficient
in one or two of those areas, primarily the last one, then obviously
nature was rather unfair, but why
worsen your unalterable state of affairs with an outfit, namely, a saggy
pair of jeans, oversized white t-shirt
and a baseball cap that tells the
whole world you have a devotion to
the Yankees? And you can’t forget
the dangling bling or freely hanging
gold cross begging the anticipated
question, “Are you saved?”
Have you ever heard of GQ, as
in Gentlemen’s Quarterly? Read it.
The dyed-in-the-wool readings and
your eventual modification of style
will save you from a lot of lonesome
nights. It will help you to walk out
of the nightclub or your favorite bar
with at least four phone numbers,
not counting the bartender you
made out with in the VIP section
right next to the private bar, or the
twin sisters, both naturally blonde
and gorgeous, who take you to their
Lower East Side apartment to check
out their cute puppy, Bruno.
Wait, before you sue me for my
prescription on your situation that
did not yield all the desired returns
outlined above, I admit that it may
be a tad over-exaggerated. You will,
however, become a guy no longer
lacking in confidence if you dress
the part, because what you wear
speaks to your caliber, sophistication and taste. Thereby ladies are
given the opportunity to savor the
pleasures of the winning personality behind the guy with sophisticated style.
What I’m preaching this week is

SIMPLYBRAD.COM

GQ Magazine is an excellent resource
for the fashion-challenged man.
this, bro: open your eyes and look.
She’s beautiful and guess what, she
is well aware of her blazing hotness.
If she wanted 50 Cent, she would
buy a ticket to a concert and see him
live and direct. You are not Queens’
favorite bad boy and as sorry as it
may seem, you never will be. Even
your lyrical manifestations that are
inflated by your homeboys will not
even bring you close to the Gorilla
Unit’s Cage.
So, let this ring from the social
spots on the third floor of the Vertical Campus to the broken down
elevators of the 23rd street building
and then back to the crowded lobby
of the Vertical Campus.
Hey 50 Cent, here is the fashion
doctor’s prescription for your situation — the baggy jeans? Let them
go.

VICTOR CHU | THE TICKER

Don’t be like 50 Cent, pull up your pants.
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Belly flab: where it comes
Myths regarding from and how to get rid of it
THE UNDERAGE CONNOISSEUR

wine rebuked
BY CHRIS COTTRELL
STAFF WRITER

Since wine can be confusing and
frustrating to some, it can be easy
to simply savor the bits of information that one overhears. Sadly,
the rumors that are passed around
about wine have led to a plethora of
wrong information. I have encountered many of these myths and assumptions and hopefully I will be
able to correct some of these in the
next few columns. This week I will
specifically deal with corks.
I’m sure anyone who has
shopped at a wine shop in the last
few years has noticed wines that
sport a screw top instead of a traditional cork. More often than not,
when I recommend a bottle that
has a screw top I usually hear in response, “really, a screw top, doesn’t
that mean it’s cheap?” This is simply not true.
The reason why wine is corked
is for its aging. The cork’s natural
pores allow just enough air to pass
through the bottle to age a wine
gracefully, without letting too much
in to cause oxidation of the wine. It
is one of the many great balancing
acts of wine. However 98 percent of
wine is not meant to be aged but to
be drunk young. Only certain wines
contain the balance and quality to
be able to develop new flavors and
aromas slowly over time. Not every
wine can be like Diana Ross (come
on, she looks great for 133 years
old!).
There are several reasons why the
wine industry has
begun to embrace
cork alternatives.
One of the major
reasons is money.
If you haven’t noticed, there are a
lot less trees and
less space to grow
them in. The cost
of cork has jumped, forcing wineries to pass that expense onto
the consumer or cut their profits.
You don’t need a degree from the
Zicklin School of Business to realize that the latter is not an option.
Screw tops and other cork alternatives save the winery and thus the
consumer money.
About 3 out of every 100 bottles
of wine that have a cork will be
“corked.” It has nothing to do with
the quality of the wine but is simply
a flaw in the wine that is caused by
the cork. Several different chemicals
and compounds cause this and it is
unavoidable when using corks. The
smell of a corked wine is often associated with wet newspapers and
funk. It strikes randomly and the
only way to know if a wine is corked
or not is to, ironically, uncork the
bottle. This is the reason why, when
you order a bottle of wine at a restaurant, they give you a small taste
first to ensure that the wine is not
corked or flawed. If it, send it back.
Don’t be shy, the cooks will chug
it down at the end of the night to
prove their man or womanhood.

BY PATRICIA AMIGÓN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This is the only
flaw I’ve ever
discovered in an
otherwise perfect thing.
The cure to
this random act
of wine violence
is to get rid of CHRIS COTTRELL
the cork. Screw
tops and artificial corks (rubber
or plastic) eliminate this problem
completely. Now, some may say
that a screw top removes the romance from opening a bottle. And
I can’t argue with that (although
artificial corks was a nice solution) but I love the convenience of
a screw top, especially with picnic
season coming up (yeah I like picnics, I’m comfortable with that). So
do not judge a wine by its top but by
the quality of its character.
While we are on the topic of
corks I want to tell everyone something. Please, for the sake of the
children, do not smell a cork after
opening a bottle. I used to do that.
I thought, hey, I can smell what
the wine is like. No, I couldn’t. All
I could smell was cork. If you smell
a cork you not only look silly but
waste precious drinking time. A
bloodhound couldn’t smell the nuances of a wine by smelling a cork.
Open the wine, pour a glass and if
you are still longing for a relationship with that cork, put it in your
pocket and get a room.
Recommendations:
• Mt. Langhi Billi
Billi Shiraz $14.99
— A big, fruit forward red wine from
Victoria Australia.
For those who want
a lush, full bodied
wine that still retains a great balance.
• Graf Hardegg
Gruner
Veltliner
“V”: $11.99 — A wonderful value
wine from one great grapes and
producers of Austria. Crisp and floral with plenty of great acidity and
tart fruit.
Next week I will uncover a few
more unknowns and misconceptions about wine. If anyone has a
piece of information about wine
that they think may be false or need
to settle a bet, please e-mail me at
theunderageconnoisseur@gmail.
com.
To read more of Chris Cottrell’s
writing on wine and the adventures
he encounters while working in the
business as a college student, visit
his blog. Also, feel free to e-mail Chris
with any questions or concerns you
have about wine and he will do his
best to answer them, and — who
knows — maybe write an article on
the topic.
Blog: theunderagecon
noisseur.blogspot.com
Email:theunderageconnoi
seur@gmail.com

CHRISDETRICK.COM

Excess belly fat is a health risk
more dangerous than accumulated fat anywhere else on the body
as studies have found a correlation
between abdominal fat and colon
cancer. Women have been shown
to have a higher risk of colon cancer than men, with a 48 percent
to 39 percent risk. Other risks associated with belly fat include cardiovascular diseases and Type 2
Diabetes.
The Leading Factors
Sleep deprivation is one of the
three main culprits of belly fat.
People who sleep less than four
hours a day are at a higher risk of
accumulating belly fat than those
who sleep eight to nine hours. An
article from AOL Diet & Fitness
states, “sleep deprivation lowers
leptin, a protein that suppresses
appetite and tells the brain when
the stomach is full.” This can cause
the body to not be able to burn off
calories, leading to an increase in
belly fat.
Research done at the University
of California, San Francisco shows
that being thin doesn’t necessarily mean you will not have belly
fat. Cortisol, a stress hormone, is
released in great amounts when
under stress. This hormone makes
it possible for fat to be deposited
in great amounts around the waist.
Even if you eat a balanced diet and
have good exercise habits, stress
can counter these practices.
And to no surprise, last but not
least, another culprit proven to
cause belly fat are trans fats. This
type of fat has gotten a lot of attention within the past few years as it
has been associated with obesity
and heart disease. In packaged
goods, partially hydrogenated oils
are of importance to its manufacturer because it reduces rancid-

DOCTORSWELLNESSCENTER.COM

Insecure about the width of your belly? Read on for tips in reducing its size.
ity and makes it possible for food
to have a longer span of shelf life.
However, these fats are not necessary for the body nor do they provide any benefits. They also reduce
HDL, the good cholesterol in your
body.
With that said, it may seem like
tackling belly fat is close to impossible but there are things you can
do to reduce the unsightly byproduct of stress, sleep deprivation and
trans fats.
How to Lose that Belly Fat
1. Sleep, sleep, sleep
It cannot be stressed any further that a body that is well-rested will not distort normal bodily
functions and therefore lead to
the accumulation of fat around the
waist.
2. Balancing life
Everyone has a multitude of
things to do on any given day and
managing your time for each activity can reduce stress.

3. Reduce intake of trans fats
Consuming less junk food,
processed foods and other types
of food containing partially hydrogenated vegetable oil will help decrease that belly fat.
4. Eat a Mediterranean diet
Consider eating foods that are
rich in omega-3’s such as salmon,
herring, sardines, mackerel, flaxseed and walnuts, which help reduce belly fat.
5. Just one cup of coffee per day
More than one cup of coffee
can make you anxious and increase blood pressure that can
lead to stress.
6. Ommm (meditation chant)
Meditation relieves stress. Deep
breathing and muscle relaxation
therapy also have the same effect.
7. Exercise
Whether a bike ride in the street
or a walk through the park, any
form of exercise is always a good
way to burn off fat.
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Calendar of Events
COMPILED BY ELYSSA MALDONADO
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INSIDE BARUCH

20

Top Girls presented by
the Great Works Staged
Reading Series
BPAC
Nagelberg Theatre,
12:30 p.m.
FREE

IN THE CITY

19

What: Comedy Show: The
Comical Presents: Joey
Gay, Katy Olsen, Danny
Lobell, Chris Iacono
Where: 353 West 14th
Street (Just East of 9th Ave.)
Cost: $15 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-5242500

Public Conversation
with Professor Gail Levin
and Artist Judy Chicago
Mason Hall
6:00 – 8:30 p.m.
FREE: Please RSVP to info@
acagalleries.com

To Your Health: What
Every Woman Needs to
Know
VC 2-125
12:30 – 2:30 p.m.
FREE
A Reading and Conversation with the Spring
2007 Harman Writerin-Residence, Mark
Kurlansky
BPAC
VC Engelman Recital Hall
5:45 p.m.

Weekly Speaker:
Nisanov Zone
Jewish Student Alliance
VC 2-110
12:10 p.m. – 2:10 p.m.
Arab Hollywood Week
Arab Alliance
VC 2-215
6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

What: Music Concert: Fu
Manchu, Valient Thorr,
Seemless, Artimus
Pyledriver
Where: Knitting Factory (74
Leonard St.)
Cost: $15 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-2193132
What: Comedy Show:
Comedy Showcase
Where: Caroline’s on Broadway (1626 Broadway)
Cost: $10-$27 (9:30 p.m.)
For more info: 212-7574100

MASH MEDIA - VICTOR CHU

What: Musical Concert:
Clutch with The Dub
Trio; Five Horse Johnson
Where: Irving Plaza (17
Irving Place)
Cost: $23 (7:30 p.m.)
For more info: 212-7771224
What: Musical Concert:
Ooioo, I.U.D. featuring
Lizzie of Gang Gang
Dance
Where: Knitting Factory (74
Leonard St.)
Cost: $12 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-2193132

“The History of American Consumer Culture:
From the Home to a
Global Empire”
VC 3-150
12:40 – 2:20 p.m.

Third Annual Relay For
LIfe Begins
ARC Main Gym
5:00 pm – 8:00 am
Must Pre-register at
http://www.acsevents.
org/relay/ny/cunymanhattan

Relay for Life
Come support the cause!

Women’s Hall of Fame
Dinner Party & Art
Exhibition
VC 1-107
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.

Hong Kong National Day
NYC Hong Kong Club
Second Floor Lobby
11:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

What: Comedy Show:
Hamell On Trial
Where: 353 West 14th
Street (Just East of 9th Ave.)
Cost: $15 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-5242500

Bake Sale
Society for Human
Resource Management
VC Building 2nd Floor
Lobby
12:45 – 5:15 p.m.

What: Music Concert:
Lunchtime Concert
Series
Where: The Rink at Rockerfeller Center (5th Ave. bt.
49th and 50th streets)
Cost: FREE (1 p.m.)
For more info: 212-3327654
What: Comedy Show:
Cringe Humor
Where: Caroline’s on Broadway (1626 Broadway)
Cost: $10-$27 (9:30 p.m.)
For more info: 212-7574100

What: Music Concert:
Mew w/ Oh No! Oh My!
Where: Irving Plaza (17
Irving Place)
Cost: $18.50 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-7771224
What: Music Concert:
Ken Andrews, First Wave
Hello
Where: Knitting Factory (74
Leonard St.)
Cost: $12.00 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-2193132
What: Comedy Show:
Llama Toe with Bobby
Tisdale and Friends
Where: Caroline’s on Broadway (1626 Broadway)
Cost: $10-$27 (10 p.m.)
For more info: 212-7574100

What: Music Concert:
Assembly of Dust with
The Alternate Routes/
The Real Ones
Where: Bowery Ballroom (6
Delancey Street)
Cost: $16 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-5332111
What: Comedy Show:
Scott Thompson
Where: 353 West 14th
Street
Cost: $15 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-5242500
What: Music Concert:
V.A.S.T., Kill The Alarm,
August House
Where: Knitting Factory (74
Leonard St.)
Cost: $18 General Admission
(6:30 p.m.)
For more info: 212-2193132

What: Music Concert:
Carbon Leaf, Lucas Reynolds (of Blue Merle)
Where: Knitting Factory (74
Leonard St.)
Cost: $15 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-2193132

What: Music Concert:
You Am I plus The White
Rabbits/ Bon Savants/
Dallas Crane
Where: Bowery Ballroom
Cost: $15 (7:30 p.m.)
For more info 212-5332111

What: Music Concert:
Electric Six
Where: Bowery Ballroom (6
Delancey Street)
Cost: $17 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-5332111

What: Comedy Show:
Rob Stapleton
Where: Caroline’s on Broadway (1626 Broadway)
Cost: $10-$27 (10 p.m.)
For more info: 212-7574100

What: Comedy Show:
Bill Burr (From HBO’s
“One Night Stand”)
Where: Caroline’s on Broadway (1626 Broadway)
Cost: $10-$27 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-7574100

What: Comedy Show:
Reggie Watts
Where: 353 West 14th
Street (Just East of 9th Ave.)
Cost: $15 (7:30 p.m.)
For more info: 212-5242500

STUDENT DOODLE BY DIMITRIOS FRAGISKATOS

To submit
event listings
e-mail
ticker_
leisure@
yahoo.com
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Gotta
have my
fantasy
baseball
BY IRVING DEJOHN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

I’ll admit it, I’m addicted. There
are no support groups, patches
or gum for my addiction. Ladies
and gentleman, I’m addicted to
fantasy baseball. I can’t help it,
being a fantasy GM will probably
be as close I come to that type of
position in life. The Yankees aren’t
exactly begging me to help trim
payroll.
The most important stage of
building your fantasy team is the
initial draft. This three hour mad
dash for talent will either handicap you for the rest of the season
or make your life a whole lot easier
come summer time. A really good
draft can be a mixture of preparation and luck.
Here are some solid strategies
to follow on draft day and a couple
sleepers to keep in mind:
Don’t reach for a closer: It’s
very tempting when Round 3 rolls
around to jump on one of the elite
closers (see: Rivera, Rodriguez
and Nathan) to make sure the
saves category is covered. Think
twice, because with closer position, waiting won’t hurt you too
bad. The difference between a toptier closer and a mid-range closer
option doesn’t have that great of
an impact on your team, considering how many innings the typical closer pitches. Also, every year
there are closer surprises (see:
Putz, Saito). Bottom line — closers aren’t worth the early round
pick and you’re better off drafting
a starter or position player.
No guts, no glory: You may
squirm taking an unproven youngster or an injury prone star but
sometimes those selections can
win championships. Now I’m not
advocating taking an entire team
of injury risks and rookies, but
mixing that in with steady players
can be a great combination.
Nobody likes a homer: As
much as we like the players on our
favorite teams, separating fantasy
from reality is crucial. Drafting
your favorite team’s entire roster
will probably end in disaster when
a good pitching staff shuts your
team out. No variety means a high
room for error.
Here are some players with
excellent upside to remember on
draft day:
Russell Martin (C – LAD)
– Power and speed are a rare
combination for a catcher. The
sky is the limit for Martin as he is
a cheap option when all the elites
are off the board.
Ricky Weeks (2B – MIL) – One
of the most highly touted prospects in all of baseball is just waiting to break out. With amazing
speed and 20-homer power, the
only thing holding back Weeks is
injury.
Delmon Young (OF – TB) –
The Devil Rays hold Young in high
enough regard that he is hitting in
the middle of a very good lineup.
With some decent power and excellent contact ability, Young is an
outfielder with major upside.
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Who wins the Commissioner’s Cup: Baruch or Hunter?
<Will Bearcats
maintain their
lead or will the
Hawks snatch
them up?
BY MONIQUE SEMÉRA
STAFF WRITER

Lehman put Baruch in a
tough spot after grabbing the
women’s basketball championship, cutting our hold on the
Cup by a narrow 11 points ahead
of Hunter. Baruch was never a
contender for the commissioner’s cup, they placed fifth and
sixth while Hunter reigned. The
Hawks became legendary for
their strong athletic program,
making their mark in CUNYAC
history with their dominance.
They have the most athletic
teams, which gives them a significant advantage since only
the top 10 teams get counted
for the cup.
Last year, Baruch’s male
volleyball team had a perfect
record and took the title from
Hunter. This year, however,
Hunter’s men are more than
ready for the championship.
This year Hunter is the team going into the finals with a perfect

record. Recently in a volleyball
tournament held in Massachusetts, Hunter placed third while
Baruch placed second to last.
Hunter gets 10 points towards the cup for placing first in
the regular season, and Baruch
gets 5 points for placing second.
After the men’s volleyball championships this Thursday at Baruch College, Hunter could win
an additional 10 points. When
added up, Hunter will be one
point behind Baruch, ready to
steal the cup out of their hands.
What happens next is that
Baruch and Hunter have to fight
it out with their spring teams.
Both have strong and consistent teams. Baruch has their
men’s tennis team and Hunter
has their softball team. Baruch’s
tennis team has won the CUNYAC title three years in a row.
This year, the winner of the
CUNYAC Tournament will be
given a berth in the NCAA Division III Tournament. Currently,
the team is packed with talent,
both veterans and newcomers.
They have started their training
in order to secure their rightful
place in the championships.
Hunter’s softball team is not
as consistent as Baruch’s men’s
tennis team. The championship title has been flip-flopping
between Hunter’s Hawks and
CSI’s Dolphins. Now, Baruch’s

softball team has veterans
coming back as well as a few
newcomers. Last year, Baruch
softball placed third and scored
three points while CSI won second and scored five points.
Now to keep our position in
first place, Baruch tennis team
must win both their regular
season and the championship
tournament giving Baruch
twenty points. If Hunter’s softball team goes on to have a perfect record, as well as win the
championship, it would still put
both schools neck and neck for
the trophy.
The top 10 teams that have
the most scores are the only
ones counted towards the
commissioner’s cup title. So far,
Baruch has eighty teams that
scored. In order by season, they
are cross country (w), soccer
(m), tennis (w), basketball (m/
w), swimming (m/w) and volleyball (m). Men’s tennis is expected to win their fourth title
this year since there seems to be
no competition. Men’s tennis,
therefore, should be the ninth
team to score for Baruch. Now
it’s between Baruch’s baseball
and softball teams. Both teams
need to step up to the plate
and conquer their conference,
contributing to another year
of Bearcat domination in the
CUNY Athletics League.

Sports

Baruch Hunter

X Country w
X Country m

5

3

0

0

Soccer m

15

3

Tennis w

10

20

Vball w

0

20

Bball m

10

3

Bball w

15

0

In Track m

n/a

0

In Track w

n/a

0

Swim m

8

0

Swim w

10

13

Vball m

5

10

Baseball
Softball
Tennis m
Out Track m

n/a

Out Track w

n/a

TOTAL

78

72

Michael Shiwnath receives rookie of the year award
BY MARINA SOBIYEVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

For the second year in a row
a member of Baruch’s swimming
team receives the Men’s Swimming
Rookie of the Year award. Last year
Michael Wursthorn became the recipient; this year the award went to
freshman R. Michael Shiwnath.
In his first year on the team,
Shiwnath’s accomplishments include 13 new records. At the ECAC
Championships he placed in the
top 16 in the 200 meter backstroke
event with the time of 2:04.44, becoming Baruch’s first male swimmer to do so. At the CUNYAC
Championships he finished second in 200 freestyle with the time
of 1:53.31 and 100 backstroke with

the time of 59.34. With the time of
51.60 he also finished third in the
100 freestyle event.
Shiwnath is very happy about
winning the award. He feels it
would not be possible without the
support of his coach, Charles Lampasso, and him teammates. “They
are the ones who pushed me. We
are all like a family. [Lampasso] is
the best coach I’ve ever had,” he
says when describing his coach
and his teammates.
Shiwnath began his swimming
career at the age of six and since
then he was very successful. He
went to the Nationals and participated in All-American Relay.
Swimming also became a good
reason for traveling: upstate New
York, California, Florida, Maryland

and Connecticut are some of the
places that he visited as part of his
swimming career.
Michael’s swimming career and
his family’s background influenced
the choice of his major and minor.
He plans to major in sports marketing and minor in Spanish. He is a
native of Queens and comes from
a Hispanic background. His family roots can be traced to Ecuador,
Brazil and Guyana. Aside from
swimming, he also likes to play
soccer and football. His swimming
skills helped him get a job, and
currently he works as a lifeguard at
John Beach.
When asked about his first year
at Baruch College he says: “Everyone is really nice [at Baruch];
everyone is supportive. He also

acknowledges that due to the financial difficulties he would not
be able to attend Baruch if it was
not for the SEEK program. This
program not only made it possible
for Shiwnath to come to Baruch,
but also supports him in other
ways. “They push us to do better
in school,” he said “they really care
about the students.”
Although the swimming season
had ended about a month ago, Shiwnath can be frequently found at
the Baruch’s swimming pool. The
next season is about half a year
away. With the success Shiwnath
had this year, his swimming career
looks very promising. We wish him
luck and hope to see him in the
next season.
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Hunter Hawks prepare the Baruch
Bearcats for the next volleyball playoffs
BY EMMA DEE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

Radek Wyrwas, freshman, sets up an agressive spike for Steve Rouse, senior, despite a loss.

Come Support
your Bearcats
next week as
we host the
Volleyball
CUNYAC
Finals:
Quarterfinals: March
20th, 7 p.m.
Semifinals & Finals:
March 22nd, TBA

The rivalry that exists between
Baruch and Hunter is unknown to
very few people. The most recent
example of such competition was
showcased last Tuesday, at the
Men’s Volleyball team’s last conference home game.
The first time the Bearcats faced
off Hunter this season, they had to
accept a disappointing conference
loss that was their first since 2005,
which left the players bitter but determined to win when the next opportunity presented itself.
However, in the few days preceding the game, the Bearcats
opinions were divided. Though
some were very confident that the
first loss would be their sole loss,
others seemed unsure of what the
outcome of the match would be,
and could only hope for the best.
The night of the game, though,
the energy level was high. After the
Bearcats honored their seniors,
Chris Bustos, Steven Rouse and
Greg Waldvogel, the impressively
large crowd and the two teams were
ready for the exciting game. Baruch
started off the first game strong,
generating enthusiasm through the
fans.
“This is the best I’ve seen them
play,” said freshman Kaleia Davis, a
member of the basketball team who
had come to show her support. The
game kept up its intensity until the
end, when Hunter won 30-22.
The Bearcats did not give up
though, and came back on the
court determined to keep fighting
through the second game. Though
Baruch was missing some of its key
players due to injuries, it held on
tight and played what was unde-

niably the best game of the match.
The last few minutes were intense,
and gave everyone the hope that
Baruch would win the game. However, after Baruch missed a serve,
the winning point was granted to
Hunter. Though the second game
was an extremely close call, the
Hawks said they felt confident all
the way through, according to middle back Arthur Lebedin.
Though the first two games were
excellent, it seemed that trailing
behind got the best of the Bearcats
in the beginning of the third set as
they “dug a hole and never recovered, as head coach Justin Stack put
it. “We played [the first two games]
with a lot of heart, a lot of pride.
But we’re human, we gave up,” said
Baruch outside hitter Libero Levi
Rachmanov.
The energy the Bearcats had
during the first two games died
down during the third, leaving
them to lose by a 13 point margin
(30-17). However, the crowd was
there to support the Bearcats to
the end, something Stack said was
greatly appreciated by the team.
The atmosphere, in addition to
their great performance, resulted
in the Bearcats leaving the court
happy and looking forward to the
CUNY Championships, in which
they will most likely face the Hunter Hawks again in the finals. And
this time, they will be ready to win.
“[Hunter] is good, but they can only
be consistent. We have room to get
better, and we have to use that to
our advantage,” said Stack.
When the rivals face gain, not
only will all of Baruch’s players be
over their injuries, but the team
plans to intensely practice over the
next few weeks to proudly defend
their title.
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SCHEDULE
Baseball
3/20 – Baruch @ NJ City, 3 p.m.
3/24 – Baruch @
John Jay, Noon
3/25 – John Jay @ Baruch, TBD
Men’s Tennis
3/20 – Baruch @ Rutgers-

Newark, 4 p.m.
3/23 – Ramapo @
Baruch, 4 p.m.

Finals @ Baruch, TBD

Softball
3/24 – Baruch @ RutgersNewark, Noon
Men’s Volleyball
3/20 – CUNYAC Quarterfinals 3/25 – Polytech @
Baruch, Noon
@ Baruch, 7 p.m.
3/22 – CUNYAC Semis and

Cocoa Beach, a struggle for Bearcats

VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

Bearcats give it their best during their training in Cocoa Beach, Florida.
BY KELLIE CLARK
STAFF WRITER

Baseball season has begun for
the Bearcat team who recently returned from their spring training
in Cocoa Beach, Florida. The team
had trouble in Florida coming back
to New York with a 1-5 record, but
there’s still time for these Bearcats
to redeem themselves.
They started out their season in
Florida at the Cocoa Expo against
Lyndon State. Although the game
ended in the first loss for the team,
there were some notable performances from some newcomers to
the team. Greg Polius, a transfer
from Hofstra, pitched six solid innings and held his own at the plate
batting 1-2 with a RBI and one

run. David Chestnut also had an
impressive first appearance with
two RBI and two runs, batting 34. Nonetheless, Lyndon State took
the game scoring 12 runs in the last
three innings with a final score of
17-9.
This struggle was a reoccurring
theme throughout the Bearcats
stint in Cocoa Beach. The team’s
second game against Lyndon State
proved to be just as difficult as the
first. Breaking out with 21 hits in
that one game alone, Lyndon State
beat the Bearcats with a score of 2312. Down two games, Baruch had
two scheduled against Points Park
University as well as games against
Rochester College and Wilkes University.
The first of the two games against

Points Park got off to a shaky start.
In their opening game against the
team, they were crippled by their
opposing team’s strong offensive
showing. With six runs on five hits
in one single inning, the Bearcats
had a lot of catching up to do. Josh
Jairam had a strong performance at
the plate batting an impressive 3-3
with 2 RBI, a double and two singles. Cesar Chaves batted 2-3 with
a double and two walks. Unfortunately, the effort by all the players
went unrewarded. Points Park won
the game by a score of 17-5. Baruch would have one more chance
against this team to take home a
win.
Their next opponent was Rochester College. Baruch had a tough
game giving up 19 runs along with

9 errors. But the Bearcats didn’t go
down without a fight. Joseph Valentin batted well with three singles
including a run and a RBI. Other
notable at bat was from Greg Polius
batting 3-5 with a triple and two
RBI and Josh Jairam with a significant three runs scored. With only
two games left until their trip back
north the Bearcats needed to step
up their game.
The last stop for the Baseball
team was a double header, with a
morning game against Wilkes and
an afternoon game against Points
Park. Their morning game played
out much like their whole trip to
Florida had. Although the team
struggled to keep the game close,
they couldn’t pull it off in the end
giving up three runs in the 8th in-

ning. Wilkes won the game by a
score of 8-4. Their second game
of the day, and the last one before
they headed back home, was their
final chance to go back home winners.
Although they had lost to Points
Park a few days prior, this game
played out a little differently. With
a quick start, the Bearcats took the
lead at 7-4 by the second inning.
With Greg Polius pitching the complete game and David Chestnut, Joseph Valentin, and Montana Leonard bringing in the runs it seemed
the Bearcats did not want to go
home without a win. They won
the game 8-7. The team has a full
schedule ahead of them and a lot
more baseball to play. Good Luck
to the Bearcats.

Greg Polius pitches his way up at Baruch
BY LIA EUSTACHEWICH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

What’s the secret to playing
good baseball? For Baruch’s baseball team’s starting pitcher Greg
Polius, it’s all about having superstitions. “Before I pitch every game…I
run four foul posts,” he revealed. “I
can’t do any more or any less. Then
after that, I do ten sprints. And I
never step on the foul line.”
Before the rituals and superstitions, Polius’ passion for baseball
began early in his life though not for
the most typical of reasons. “[Baseball] was the only sport I was allowed to play because I had a heart
condition,” he said. “I couldn’t play
contact sports. Baseball was the
only sport that fit, and I took a liking to it real quick.”
Polius started his college base-

ball career at Division I school
Hofstra University. However, he
felt that his talent was severely underestimated because of “politics.”
“People who got more scholarship
money played more,” he explained.
“I didn’t get that much scholarship money so [I sat] on the bench.
I wanted to come somewhere…
where I was going to be able to
showcase what I am able to do on
the field.”
So he took his Division I training
and experience and came here to
Baruch College, a smaller Division
III school. Polius’ advanced talent
earned him one of three spots as
captain of the baseball team.
Polius is eager and excited to
help lead this season’s young team,
with just under half of its players
being freshmen. “[The team is] really young, but they’re not inexpe-

rienced,” he said. “A lot of players
play on good summer teams so

“I wanted to come
somewhere…where
I was going to be
able to showcase
what I am able to
do on the field.”
- Greg Polius
Bearcats’ starting pitcher
they have experience.”
However, Polius and his fellow

Bearcats have their work cut out
for them. The team’s season kicked
off to a rocky start after losing their
first five games out of six at the Cocoa Beach Expo in Florida. “I’m
still recovering,” Polius joked.
Still, the Bearcats showed impressive offensive talent with Polius taking the lead with an overall
batting average of .520. “In college
baseball you don’t get pitched inside a lot,” he said. “So I look away,
away, away and if [the pitcher
comes inside], you have to have
quick enough hands to turn.”
Besides being an up and coming baseball star at Baruch, Polius hopes to one day play Major
League Baseball. “If I put my mind
to it and keep up my work ethic, it’s
definitely possible,” he said. And as
for possibly playing for the Mets,
his favorite baseball team? “I don’t

care [what team I play for]. As long
as I’m there it doesn’t matter,” he
laughed.
In his free time, Polius unabashedly admits that his two favorite
hobbies are “eating and sleeping”.
However, baseball is never far from
his mind. “I have two little brothers
who play baseball,” he said. “So I’m
pretty much surrounded by baseball all the time.”
Polius has earned himself a
plethora of titles: team captain,
starting pitcher, owner of the
team’s highest batting average, all
within a matter of weeks. Although
his reputation is enough to make
any fellow baseball player jealous,
Polius assures there is no drama or
animosity on the team. But the real
beef on the field? Between him and
the foul lines, of course.

